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La Voz Latina Protests For Immigrants' Rights
The March on Washington
D.C. began at nine in the mornArts Editor
ing with a walk from Meridian
Hill Park to the White House.
Ten members of Trinity While wai ting for the arrival of
College's Latino organization, buses, the organizers of La
La Voz Latina, travelled to Coordinadora celebrated the
Washington D.C. for a National Latino culture with music and
March for Latino and Immi- dancing. At eleven a.m., they
grant Rights on October 12. initiated the gathering with the
Waldir Alvarez '98, President of singing of the national anthem
La Voz Latina, arranged the trip in English. Following this, the
in order to involve members in anthem was sung in Spanish for
issues affecting Latinos. Lina the first time in history.
Estrada '98, Tiffany Lopez '00, Particiapants chanted sayings
Elexis Loubriel '98, Kerry like "Here we are! Here we'll stay!
McKevitt '99, Paul Nunez '00, We will not go away!"
Fabian Rivera '98, Carlos
Organizations like the ConRodriguez'00, Corey Rishworth gressional Hispanic Caucus, the
'97 and Elliot Sanchez '99 rep- Hispanic Ministries of the
resented Trinity College at the Catholic Archdiocese and the
gathering.
Labor
Council
for
Numerous delegations of stu- Latin American Advancement
dents from colleges and univer- in addition to prominent politisities like Amherst College, cians and media spokespersons
University of Hartford, North- like Linda Chavez-Thompson
ern Illinois University, and Cen- of the AFL-CIO, Mayor Marion
tral
Connecticut
State Berry and Geraldo Rivera adUniversity as well as working dressed the participants about
men and women from Califor- various issues. Each speaker
nia, Arizona, Illinois, New York touched on one or more of the
and other states gathered to de- seven demands made by the
mand respect from the United march's organizers These demands, included, human and
y-^iWi&mfik"tights for- all,
12,000 persons participated in equal opportunities and affirthe call to action and solidarity mative action, free public education from kindergarten to
among immigrants.
BY KERRY MCKEVITT

La Voz Latina gets together at The Ellipse across from the White House after the
March. Pictured from left to right are Tiffany Lopez '00, Carlos Rodriguez '00,
Lina Estrada '98, Corey Rishworth '97, Paul Nunez '00, Elexis Loubriel '98, Fabian
Rivera '98, Kerry McKevitt '99 and Elliot Sanchez '99.
university levels, expansion of the United States. Each one blood, sweat and tears in their
health services, citizen police spoke in both English and labor."
review boards, labor law reform Spanish in order to emphasize
Following the march, Carlos
and an increase in the mini- its importance and to rebel Rodriguez '00 reflected, "The
mum wage to seven dollars per against current legislation sup- march, means the fighting for
hour, and an extension of the porting English as the official the civil rights of all people, stu.date for amnesty eligibility as l§lgSI!$ie °^r ^ e United States. dents, workers, union members
well Ss itttniediate citizenship. ",mSh s^dke'r fgrceiafetftfig fact' 'It"does not exclude people beIn addition to these demands, that the United States isa coun- cause they were naturalized; inthe speakers addressed the im- try built by and supported by stead, it includes them. They
portance of tnultilingualism in immigrants who "give their were Eightingforall, for unity."

Lack of Diversity
Concerns Trinity
BY JIM VALERIO

News Writer

Children from the community accompanied by Trinity students
sing out al National Children's Sabbath Day at the Mather Chapel.
To celebrate the Chapel asked patrons to donate clothing which
was to be given to needy community children.
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Bantam*cruise to 33-0 victon
over Bowdoin, Read
all about it in thi*week's Tripod Spoils
section
->0

LAURA BLACK WELL

The issue of diversity, or the
lack thereof, has recently become a hot issue on the Trinity
campus. Despite recent efforts
by the administration to increase minority enrollment, the
number of minority students
; remains at a relatively low 18
percent. Though nobody knows
for sure why Trinity has not
been more successful in their
recruitment of minorities there
are some possible explanations.
The problem was recently
brought into focus with the release of the U.S, News & World
Report's College Guide, which
showed that Trinity's population is 82 percent white. According to the Vice-President: of
Enrollment
Management

Will thf Uru"i^ win
the
1996-97
Stanley
Cup?
Take a peek at an
exclusive NHL
preview. ...75

Christopher Small, the reason
for this may lie in the fact that
many minority students fear
they will not find the community they want at a school like
Trinity. "This situation is a
chicken or egg case; if a school
already has a sizable minority
enrollment, then recruitment is
much easier. However, if a
school is predominantly white,
the enrollment would be relevant to the presen t level of minorities," said Small.
As a point of reference, 618
Hispanic, African-American,
and Asian students applied to
Trinity and of those applicants,
364 were admitted by the Office
of Admissions. In the end, however, only 80 minority students
enrolled in the Class of 2000.
Though most Trinity students see the need for more misee MINORITIES on page 7

Austin Ait1* Lenk-i '.gearing up and has
several
performances coming up.
See a preview of
some of them in
Arts
10
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Toxic Waste In My Backyard?
Student Believes Public Has A Right To Know

And In This Corner...
As the staff of The Trinity Tripod, we are often confronted with questions about our work on the paper. More
often than not, we are looked at in pity and disbelief and
asked, "How do you do that? You must be crazy!" Well
that may be true, but the time we put in here at The 'Pod
is much more intense and rewarding than most would
believe or understand.
Each week, we tackle the task of producing a newspaper of at least twenty pages. No, we do not expect a pat
on the back. In fact, we are more accustom to complaints
and jokes about our amount of mistakes and (sometimes)
our lack of journalistic integrity and professionalism.
Nevertheless, this staff is composed of students who
drudge their way across campus each week to put this
paper together, whether or not they have finished their
papers, thesis, or graduate school applications.
We have also been known to face crisis: like the first
week when our printer broke and we almost missed our
deadline; or when the phones on campus shut down that
infamous Monday night and we had no way to contact
our writers but to walk over to their dorms to remind
them to submit their articles. These are only a few examples and, yes, many of us do stay up 'til the wee hours
of Tuesday morning writing, rewriting, deleting and rewriting again until the paper is perfect. (Well, as perfect
as we can make it)
So, is it worth it in the end? The answer would have to
be emphatically, "yes." The feeling every Tuesday morning when we've reached our deadline is one of relief, exhaustion and exhilaration. There's something gratifying
and often even fun about staying up all night with a group
of people that you might have never even met.
This is particularly the case this semester. Our staff is
almost completely new, with hardly any upperclassmen
to "show us the ropes." I would even venture to' say that
we are not "crazy," but rather brave; not "unprofessional,"
but instead fledglings.

To the Editor:

ority for the 105th Congress as
soon as they return.
The Chemical and manufacAs members of Congress
head home to make last minute turing industries will certainly
campaign promises it is impor- fight hard against the bill, for
tant to keep a watchful eye - es- they have fought right-to-know

More than 72,000 chemicals are on the
market today. How many of them are
dangerous? How much and how many
dangerous chemicals are we exposed to?
We don't know...
pecially on those promises regarding public health. One of
the best promises they could
make is to expand our right to
know about toxic chemicals.
More than 72,000 chemicals
are on the market today. How
many of them are dangerous?
How much and how many dangerous chemicals are we exposed to? We don't know - the
public receives information on
less than 1 percent of them.
To address this problem, representatives Frank Pallone (NJ)
and Ed Markey (MA) introduced H.R. 4234, the Public
Right-to-Know and Children's
Environmental Health Protection Act in the final few days of
the 104th Congress. The bill
was introduced in the last hours
of this Congress in order to
make right-to-know a top pri-

laws for more than a decade.
Why? As one chemical company put it, "This mandatory
disclosure has done more than

all other legislation put together in getting companies to
voluntarily reduce emissions."
Maybe that is exactly why the
chemical companies fear rightto-know laws.
Citizens have a right to know
about toxic chemicals. As
promises are made in this campaign season, we urge Representative Barbara Kennelly to
make this bill a top priority for
the next Congress. Signing up
as an original supporter of this
legislation now is the most important action she can take to
demonstrate her commitment
to the public's right to know.
Sincerely,
Vincent Bernardo '97

iVnM'Hii'aijji.

Crinity
Amy Shackelf ord '97

Elizabeth Perry *98

Indian Summer!

EDITOR-IN-Qni:r

MANAGING EDITOR.

Often discussed, always hoped for, but rarely seen,
it's seems we've finally got one. The weekend
weather was wet but welcomed; just enough to keep
us inside, and honest with our acadmic pursuits. The
rest of the week, however, was perfect for anything
except reading.
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Clinton wins again. If the election were
held today we wouldn't get to see Big Bad
Bob suffer for another three weeks.
Why does every reading week end so
painfully?
Mass exodus to Civic Center expected on
Wednesday. All time low class attendance
likely on Thursday morning.
Norton's Nasty NESCAC Knockers bring
the pain to Maine!

POLICY CONCERNING
LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, named will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do:
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters
for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:

Box 702582

•E-MAIL:
• CAMPUS NETWORK:

tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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What's Wrong
by Jamie Evans
Ok fellow campers, after a
week of restful and completelyunproductive bliss, we are back.
The Long Walk is once again
bustling with activity, the lines
at the Cave grill are bloated and
wholly annoying, and getting to
class is something that has to at
least be thought about. Yet there
is one clear and overriding dilemma facing those of us fortunate enough to have vehicles on
campus: parking them.
It is easy enough to see the
outgrowths of this problem.
Summit Street has returned to
its status as "Chicken Alley" and
the student lots all over campus
are burgeoning with Saabs,
Volvos, Explorers, Cherokees,
and the remainder of overpriced and unearned Yupster
mobiles that we all seem to
drive. It seems ridiculous that
there are so many student cars
on campus, but that is not the
point of my discussion. They
are here and their presence is
fully supported by the school
(except for those stealthy freshmen, who manage to convince
their parents that parking on
Crescent St. is completely safe
and devoid of danger).
Instead, I seek to push upon
you a different gripe. With all
these cars here, where the hell
are we supposed to park them?
Although I do not have the
numbers in front of me (come
on, this is an editorial not an investigative report), it appears

plain as day to me that there are
not enough,student parking
spaces on campus. lam not
placing blame on anyone (I
never do that), but it seems that
a combination of construction
on Vernon Street and an increase in student population
has led to situation where students are forced to resort to
drastic measures.
There are those who choose
to register their cars for a measly fifty dollars which is

OPINION
add up over time and also can
be tacked onto your tuition bill
which always.makes for an unpleasant conversation with
whomever is signing that check
every semester
Then there are the rebels, the
risk-takers, the fly by night bad
asses who choose to fight the
system. These silent and often
forgotten protesters refuse to
register their vehicles. These are
the men and women whose license plates are on the "Hot
List", whose cars are sought after night and day by Kenny's
Towing Service, and who sleep
uneasily pondering the fate of
their precious ride. Obviously,

:..a clean and unregistered vehicle parked
in the admissions lot can easily be
mistaken for a visiting family taking young
Johnny for a tour...
conviently billed home to
Mommy and Daddy. Those students are probably the wisest of
us, but they still face certain
risks. First, after registering
your vehicle Campus Safety
then has a precise computer
lock on your car (in fact, I suspect homing beacons may be
implanted in your trunk, but
that's just a theory).
So, in the event that no student parking is available and
you choose to park illegaly in a
lot reserved for faculty or administration members you run
the risk of a 10 dollar ticket
which will eventually come
back to haunt you. These can

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE
ITEM IN THE CAVE? WHY DO
YOU LIKE IT SO MUCH?
PETER HOLZEL '99

"Main St. Cafe Coffee
Drink. Because it tastes

like melted coffee ice
cream."

.FRAZIERBAIN'97

"The 'Drake's Honey Bun.'
Cause it's as sweet as Toni."

ALPHONSORICE

"The Easy Riser. Easy to
make, easy to rise."

this approach is highly risky
and, for all but the most diligent
parkers, inevitably more expensive.
The risks are high, but the rewards might be even higher. In
my highly analytical and rational mind I see some logic to this
behavior. First, if you are one of
those students who doesn't live
within a country mile of a stu*
dent lot, parking on Summit
Street makes total sense. Now, if
you are going to park oil Summit, why in the world would
you contribute fifty more dollars to the "Buy Campus Safety
New Bright and Shiny Rides
Fund"? Secondly, if you have
crossed that point of no return
(ya know, when you owe several
'failure to renter'
sure and turn yourself in when
you can live the life of a wanted
criminal? There is a certain
thrill gained from having to
wake up and see what the night
has done. Will your car still rest
quietly in the Nprtham driveway or will it have been wrested
away in the dark of night by
unknown pursuers?
Nonetheless, it shouldn't be
forgotten that there are some
secrets that this band of rebels
still carry. I won't give them all
away; but, a clean and unregistered vehicle parked in the admissions lot can easily be
mistaken for a visiting family
taking young Johnny for a tour,
a car carefully placed in President Dobelle's driveway might
be considered a overnight visit
from a Trustee, and old family
license plates make a perfect
disguise for any "hot-listed" car.
There are many other ways to
beat (or, at least, briefly confuse)
the system. Although I must
admit, I am losing this battlc.In
fact, after writing this 1 think 1
might send my car home for
fear of it being confiscated and
auctioned off to pay for my outstanding tickets.
All this aside, I honestly
think parking on this campus is
a nuisance and a chore. If we are
going to be permitted to register our cars, then we should be
guaranteed a space to park it.
One permit, one spot; that's the
only way to go. Otherwise, the
school's thinly veiled attempts
to suck more money out of our
. parents will only lead to greater
and more devious behavior
from those of us unwilling to
park in the "spacious and
conviently located Broad and
Vernon lot,"
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Small circles are playing a new game: With a quick gyration,
a snicker, and a swanky rhythm in. your head, you can play too.
Whether it is a new game, or one which has only recently, come
to my attention, I don't kno\y, but it is worth sharing. The j ules
are, like aHevolvirig social pastimes, unwritten. But the plot is
painfully simple, and the potential for: disputes over details is
minimal - much like the entertainHieht mediuiri&rn which
t h e g a m e
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It is a fast game,: based on speedy recagitttion, and a liberal
imagination. The occasions for play.ar.e,urtpiredictable; although
this fact is the locus of amusement. Usually we remain on the
sidelines as unwittihgcatalysts. The real playersiarethe poeple.
watchers and the listeners,: and thus .participation is tipen to
everyone, all the time -while in class; Sating, or everi in: casual
conversation, It goes ahltle something likeTthis. \ :; -;;;;;:: •
"So I told him. 1 go,1 But my cabteseryice is finef'Sexeral frienBs
glance knowingly at eacfr^
to rnimid the sounds of^^ ciassidiseyenties funk: guitar-fast and^
k^; Another places his hands ffi
tends to be:playingMght eyrnabls in tirnewitii the guitar. Finally^
^ i ^ r^rspn foHc^
sexuajity: of MMce :rnerij "^vMl, ^ y d o n ' t I just have '&•• look.at
h h i h l d
ythe game; centers around;fMt-subject: which:nohe can
define, totall can ;recogn^
films. Although,I,rior youpf|c6urse,haye ever seen apprnptiltn,
^can-allagree: that t%
tKrags; ^-imagme^
Jereniy-get btisy:' -vtrithitviw; |?lry: m •.^adJ-U^^in^uri^r'^Hp^i^;
tenpffiathe is afr
monal:research;abo'a^
^^
to

..

p'lftbf'd
r; l u ^
ctgetm^
h t h ! v t ^
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Conscious Minds
Are non-academic student/faculty realtions deficient at Trinity? Do generational social diferences inhibit such interactions? Should the school
facilitate this type of extracurricular learning or should the inititative be
left up to the individual students and faculty members?

Bv PROF. RICHARD LEE (PHIIOSOPHV)
Respondent

It will be hard to judge whether or not
student-faculty social (I.e., non-academic) relations are deficient without
knowing what state we think is desirable. First the obvious: some faculty will
always strike up friendships with some
students. These friendships are good in

when I was an undergraduate at Emory.
Richard Hocking, a philosopher, and
George Cuttino, a medieval historian,
would invite a few students for afternoon tea (can you imagine!) and William
James, or for an evening of listening to
music,
particularly
Elisabeth
Schwarzkopf. Before that, I don't think I
knew what it was actually like to talk to
a grown human being, enormously cultivated, about really important matters.
I certainly don't remember what we
talked about, but it did not matter: what
made the occasions important was that
they regarded me as someone worth listening to and being with on their turf.
They did not try to insinuate themselves
into my world, or to take part in my more
immediate social life. They gave me a
chance to see their life, at least in some
of its more presentable parts. They gave
me just a glimpse of a world 1 had not
known before, but what I saw was
enough. I wanted to belong to that world,

Theater trips, meals together, coffee in the afternoon,
even committee meetings... can be extremely valuable
when they give the student a low-pressure exposure
to adult company.
the ordinary way that any friendship is
good. There will never be a great number of these, and there is very little the
college can do to encourage them. Nor
should it. These come and go as the spirit
moves us. "
But "student-faculty social-relations"
• usually denotes something rather more
arranged, usually with little of the intimacy of genuine friendship, and designed to serve some educational erid.
Here the student and faculty member
meet in some non-classroom or laboratory setting, something that holds out
the promise of equality of station. Theater trips, meals together, coffee in the
afternoon, even committee meetings all
. count here. These can be extremely
valuable when they give the student a
low-pressure exposure to adult company. They ought in some tiny way help
the cause of civilized manners and morals—they ought to promote the very delicate processes of maturation. It helps, of
course, if the adult is also mature and
civilized.
I well remember two faculty members
with whom I had such social relations

and to be at ease with such, a universe of
belief and sensibility that to mestood for
Civilized Humanity.
Is there enough of that at Trinity? Certainly not; there is not enough of it anywhere. But it should be here if it is be
anywhere. It can happen here on the
campus, or in faculty homes. The Smith
House, for example, is a marvelous place,
and criminally underused by faculty
and students alike. And one can get
pretty good tea there. Gallows Hill is
another. I would like to see many more
little outposts of civilization around
campus, and a willingness (even eagerness?) on the part of students and faculty
to use them.
The subtle weaving of thought and
feeling, the ability to maintain your balance over the dark parts of life, the love
of fine things and great deeds, and most
of all a driving curiosity about a world
filled with both horrors and wonders—
these are at the heart of civilization.
They are the whole aim of education,
indeed its only aim. They are things that
cannot be taught. But they can, thank
God, be shared.

t « actions are quite pood
Of course, I have ypt t-> encounter a
teai'liei who will approach a student if
rn^yarefainns-1' la-*, buul the student
approaches trie te.ii her, the teacher is
gcncially VMIIIPJ; tohelp AcademicalU
But how well do we really .inow our
rtMen<*rs? And do w e cwti w,int 11 ^cr to

BY OLIVIA PIROVANO

99

intci«.aK>nsaitni>tplit "- ut'po^iHf to plate
lp*o \
Manic ">n anyone mrriiKdelick'nc y, tens
1
U l r i > - j ^ d Lbelit've
p:ohle
-t.iJeiu-feaeliei inUur

'dents who wish to seetheir professors
in class only. The trick is to have a system in which those professors.and students who have the .inclination td

know the piofei-sor \\ ho diaries on in a
cla»s viev,ed by students as an obstacle
which must be overcome or avoided af
rer a rojgh w^pkend ai p a r k i n g ' To
quote CS I e*i$, ' luni, Holiday Terra
Holiday. l l v n w o i U voik
k i i
Bur who is t •> blame? I haw yet unai-

fessors on campus other than an office
or a classroom. Hamlin Hall, the faculty dining room, is open to students
for lunch. The Cave is open all day, and

The mpre profe$i$dr$w? have living close to campus,
the easier cross-geHerational relationships are made.
interact with. each, other can do so eas- the Underground is open in the after. noon as well as in the evening,
ity. .
.
.
•In thisr?gard, Trinity is probably de- ' The administration could hold
ficient in comparison to the schools . more social events for students and
' with, which we compete. Part of the. faculty. Their sponsorship of the allproblem is demographic. 1 grew up in campus party in September was a
South Hadley, Massachusetts, in a . good first step. Departments could do
house next door to Mount Holyoke more as well,such as throwing departCollege, At MHC, most faculty live in mental cocktail parties in the aftertown, many of them right across the noon and inviting faculty, majors, and
.street from the campus. At Trinity, prospective majors.
- most faculty prefer to live and-bring
But, ultimately, much depends on
up their children in safer neighbor- . personal initiative.- Students who
hoods than Hartford.. Hard to blame . want to can'get to know professors
them.
• ,.,
.
. • • • here. Those .who don't, will simply
This is where the administration's shortchange themselves. .

counter many professors wnocare about
me beyond my grade in their class, why
should I care aboat tht in? It s not as if
students receive me teeling mar rhr p:otessoi- want tu net tt, know 'ru-m, and u
is tior studen: etiquette to invite a pioles-soi our tot cofvc oi ainnpi11 haw
heard of many piotiss'N'i win haw spc

Half my professors don't even know me beyond an email address. And this is supposed to foster a close
sense of community?

Reipondvnt

re hu< of n

neighborhood policy becomes
cruicial. The more professors we have
living close to campus, the easier crossgenerational relationships are made.
But another college policy is at work
against student-faculty interaction:
the rise of temporary professors. By
ray own (hasty) calculations, roughly
28 percent of the professors here have
the title of "visiting" or "adjunct,"
meaning that they are not on the road
to tenure. Two years ago, the figure was
at 23 percent.
BY JEFF PYLE ' 9 7
Now, visiting professors certainly
Respondent
have their placein many departments
— their presence has added to the
Three weeks ago 1 went to a surprise number and diversity of courses we ofbirthday party for a music professor, fer. Many temporary profs go out of
organized by an alumnus, and at- their way to form friendships with stutended by about 75 past and present dents. But the contracts under which
Trinity students, some of whom had these faculty are employed mean that
traveled thousands of miles to attend, after a year or two they may be look. About a month ago I asked a friend ing for a new job, and leaving their
how his graduate school applications friendships behind.
were going, He said he couldn't decide . Still, there are many effective ways
which of his professors to put down as . for, students to interact with their
references because he didn't know teachers. First; it helps to identify one's
academic interests early, asa freshman
them very well.
These examples' represent the or sophomore, to find out from upperheights and depths of faculty-student classmertwho'the'gaod professors are
, in one's departments of interests, and,
relationships at Trinity/' . When-discussing-this issue, we if possible; to sign up for smaller, upclearly cannot speak in absolutejterms,- per-level courses, A little class particiThere will always be professors here pat{on and a; visit to office hours may
'whowantasjitde1'^4'-""1'1-"-1""-^"1'

nnt help li-mail11 Hall my pr-">fe-s^oi •»
don't rven know me beyond an e mail
addi<.:v^ And thi= H supposed to fo->u-t
.1 clo«.e K.ri'-i: oi coinruiriiLj' ' -IJI"''

I he apuny it-It b\ b jih
ana ihe ?i jdt-ni b'\iv tkvi nuL nel p out
I'm not sail*, the vhooi M I do anychir.g Tvrn if :hci li '!d a iuige pirn
for the Mudents and jj.nniii'i-irar'oi
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Study On Binging Released NEWS BRIEFS

Eating disorders continue to
be a major health concern for
female college students, yet in
recent years attention to these
problems has diminished. This
is surprising given that studies
have shown that eating disorders have become more common over the past two decades.
Most widely known are anorexia nervosa and bulimia
nervosa, but researchers are beginning to focus on a third type
of eating disorder called "binge
eating disorder".
Anorexia involves the refusal
to maintain a healthy body
weight and fear of weight gain.
Bulimia is characterized by recurrent episodes of binge eating
followed by efforts to compensate by purging, exercising excessively, or dieting. Binge
eating disorder is similar to bulimia in that it also involves recurrent binge eating, but few or
no efforts are made to compensate for the eating binges. As a
consequence, many women
with binge eating disorder gain
weight due to the excess caloric
intake during their binges.
College students are a group
considered at risk for develop-

competitive climate of elite
campuses, and the change in
friendships or sexual relationships. Eating disorders pose a
serious health risk to young
women, and often the disorder
seriously disrupts students' academic progress.
To explore these risk factors
for the development of bulimia

Marriott Employee Hauled In
A recently terminated Marriott employee was
arrested by the Hartford Police Department on Monday,
October 7 for fighting with another Marriott employee.
Neither person involved suffered any injuries. According
to sources, the two had been involved in an ongoing
dispute which had resulted in the arrested employee's
termination.

Eating disorders pose a serious health risk
to young women, and often the disorder
Professor's Phone Swiped
seriously disrupts students' academic
progress.
On Wednesday, October 9, a professor reported her
and binge eating disorder, the
National Institute of Mental
Health is funding a large research study. The New England
Women's Health Project
(NEWHP) involves the collaboration of researchers at three
universities in the U.S.
(Wesleyan University, Columbia University, and Yale University). A feature of the study is
that it invites participation
from women in the community.
Most studies of women with
eating disorders have been conducted with patients who are

Only a minority of women with an eating
disorder seek treatment for their eating
problems... some do not have access to a
specialty clinic.
ing eating disorders. Several recent studies have shown that
concerns about one's weight or
shape increase during the first
year of college and some female
stydents develop.disordered
eating in response to stress experienced on campus. Many
factors contribute to risk, including the particular "food environment" of campuses
(dining halls can be overwhelming for students concerned about their weight), the

women who are Caucasian and
women who are AfricanAmerican. Until recently, experts had assumed that black
women were immune to developing an eating disorder. Studies
have
found
that
African-American women are
as likely as Caucasian women to
have problems with binge eat-

recruited at centers that specialize in the treatment of eating
disorders. However, only a minority of women with an eating disorder seek treatment for
their eating problems, and even
those who do seek treatment
may not have access to a specialty clinic. As a result, very
little is known about women in
the community who have an
eating problem.
Another important feature of
the NEWHP is that it includes

ing. One of the African-American women interviewed for the
study thanked her for being included and said, "Everyone
seems to think that only white
women have eating problems.
There is no resource out there
for black women who overeat."
Subsequent to her interview,
this woman urged three of her
friends to also participate in the
study.
The project has already conducted phone interviews with
over 5,000 women to select participants. Women who do not
meet criteria for an eating disorder may be included in the
study because these women
provide important comparison
"data. The project asks two questions about causes of eating disorders, "Do women with an
eating disorder differ from
healthy women?" and, "Are
there unique causes for eating
disorders that distinguish
women with an eating disorder
from women who experience *
other mental health problems'
such as serious problems with
anxiety or depression?"
Editor's Note: This press release was submitted by Dr. Ruth
H. Striegel-Moore, a Professor of

Psychology at Wesleyan University.

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
A Tribe Called Quest Comes to Mount Hoiyoke
On October 10th the hip-hop group A Tribe Called Quest performed at Mount
Holyokes' fall concert. The group which was the students sixth choice, was given
$20,000 for their appearance. This money was available as a result of the fact that
last year's Spring Concert was cancelled when the headlining act backed out at the
last minute. Though most students were impressed with the band, some students
expressed dissatisfaction with the high ticket prices, $15 for students and $17:50 for
general admission.

Colby Holds Dedication of Science Center
On October 4 and 5 Colby went ahead with their dedication of the F.W. Olin
Science Center, a facility which will hopefully be, "the centerpiece of a science
renaissance at Colby." The dedication included a panel discussion, dealing with the
role of the sciences in a liberal arts education, a lecture, and the actual dedication
ceremony. Maine Senator Olympia Snowe, an honorary alumnae of the college,
surprised everyone with her unexpected appearances. " When I think about Olin, it
is going to enhance and increase the educational opportunities of all those students
who walk through its doors/' stated Snowe.

Violence Scars Elections at Alabama
A student political group called "The Machine" is once again threatening to
disrupt student elections at the University of Alabama. The group ,whlch according
to the Chronicle of Higher Education is composed of the school's predominately
white fraternities and sororities, previously disrupted student elections in 1993
when they beat up a candidate for president and also put a burning cross in her yard,
The student government was only recently reinstated with the hope that elections
could be conducted without violence.

phone had been stolen from her office located in
Seabury Hall 44A. Campus Safety has no suspects at this
time.

Late Night Parties Busted
Campus Safety found it necessary to intervene in
two particular late night parties recently. On Friday,
October 11, at 160 Allen Place and on Tuesday, October 15,
at 97 Crescent Street, Campus Safety dispersed large
groups of students for violating public peace rules.

Scuffle In Freshman Dorm
On Saturday, October 12 at 11:20 p.m., a fight
occurred between a Trinity student and a non-student in
Jackson. The fight resulted in minor injuries among
both combatants. The Trinity student and the host of
the non-student have been referred to the Dean of
Student's Office. "Students are always responsible for the
actions of their guests," reminds Brian Kelly, Director of
Campus Safety. There was also minimal damage to a
door in Jackson as a result of the fight.

Vandalization On Summit Street
A car parked on Summit Street was vandalized on
Sunday, October 13. The rear passenger-side window was
bl removed from the
4:00 and 6:00 p.m.
In another incident, on Monday, October 14 between
10:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., another car parked on Summit
Street was broken into. In this case, a window was also
broken and a tape player removed from the car.
"That area is particularly vulnerable," said Brian
Kelly, Director of Campus Safety, "I would encourage
students living along Summit Street to make use of our
lots [Broad and Vernon; Campus Safety], Those lots are
much better protected." In the interim, Kelly assures
that Campus Safety will make every effort to step up
surveillance around the Summit Street area, as this has
been an area of concern in past weeks as well.

Handgun Usage Suspected
On Monday, October 14 a college employee walking
along the lower Long Walk witnessed four juveniles
around the area of the soccer field bleachers. She saw
one of the children pull out what appeared to be a
handgun and pointed it at one of the other children.
The juveniles fled the scene and were later apprehended
by Campus Safety at Jackson. The apparent handgun
was, in fact, an unloaded pellet pistol. Two of the
juveniles were transported to Campus Safety
Headquarters and later turned over to their parents.

Empty Kegs A-Plenty
Early morning on Sunday, October 13, Campus
Safety found two empty kegs at different locations on
campus. One was found in the Bancroft Arch outside of
Cinestudio and the other outside of High Rise. The kegs
were confiscated by Campus Safety.

Dorm Construction Antics
Over the past weekend, several students were caught
by Campus Safety officers in the construction area on
Vernon Street. One of the construction workers reported
that several windows within the area were broken and
other areas were also vandalized. The students have been
referred to the Dean of Student's office for disciplinary
action.
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Wade Discusses Issues Surrounding Racial Loyalty
Bv KERRY MCKEVITT

Arts Editor
Maurice Wade, Associate Professor of
Philosophy, presented a lecture entitled
"Must Racial Loyalty Be Racist?" on
Wednesday, October 9, in the Faculty
Lounge of Hamlin Hall. Numerous Trinity College professors and some students
gathered to listen to Wade's research on
the complex issue of race and its relations. According to Wade, "my thinking
[on the topic] is still embryonic." The focus of his lecture concerned the impact
of race in social situations.
Wade began by defining a racial loyalist. He stated that it is "one who believes that racial membership ties and
binds one through moral obligations to
his own group." This person is one who
is obligated to benefit the well-being of
those related to him by race. On the opposite end of the spectrum is the racial
, neutral who claims to be blind to skin
color in all social situations. The neutral
believes that racial loyalty is biased. In
addition, this person thinks that "race
counts for no more than eye color" in societal institutions.
Through his research, Wade examines
the justifications of the racial neutralist.
He analyzes the question of why the loyalist may be guilty of racism according
to the neutral. In order to begin such an
analysis, Wade notes that "persons are
treated differently to show moral regard"
and that an extreme moral universalism
exists such that any form of racial loyalty is inconsistent with universality.
Nevertheless, Wade argues that "race
is crucial to one's well-being." He uses
the example of family and friends to
show that preferential consideration is
. morally permissible and required. According to Wade, this is true because
families have "intimacy that is not bio-

Professor of Philosophy Maurice Wade discussed several sensitive
racial topics on October 9 in Hamlin Hall.

logical kinship, shared experiences, attitudes and beliefs, and relationships
that demarcate private and public
boundaries." Therefore, if one believes in
the extreme moral universalism or the
"egalitarian fanaticism," he or she must
commit a moral sacrifice and forego family and friends. Essentially, one can not
treat strangers any differently than family and friends.
While everyone is not part of the lives
of racial peers who are usually either
acquaintances or strangers, the racial
history and "de facto" segregation have
created experiences which AfricanAmericans, Latinos, Asians, and Native
Americans share. This idea then leads
Wade to consider if non-intimate connections with peers ate valuable and if
sharing race can be significant.
Someone similar to the racial neutral

FILE PHOTO

would argue that the "notion of race is
fictitious and invalid." To counter this,
Wade notes that due to morphological
similarities, race indeed matters. If body
differences do not matter, Wade questions why some physical characteristics
such as hair texture, lip size, and skin
pigmentation are seized on while ones
like body size, weight, and feet length are
not. The reason lies in the fact that the
former define racial essence. From this
racial essence of body similarities and
differences, one's classification can be
determined.
Because biologists disagree about subgroups and distribution of characteristics for race, they stress that race may not
be constructed biologically. In addition,
although the neutral argues that "race
can not be defined, considered nor
shared," race does live and thrive outside

the biological domain and inside the social reality. Wade points out that "racial
identities have salience and they persistently correlate to various social levels in
regards to employment, incarceration,
and poverty." According to Wade, how
one endures and survives life is linked
to phenotype and genealogy. Both correlate to one's life chances in this society.
To the neutral, race is an illusion. However, racialization can and does exist as
well as creates a social order.
When considering if racial loyalty is
illicit, one must acknowledge that the
social order, as Wade demonstrates, is
premised on racial essences. "It is these
essences which divide us into inferiors
and superiors," Wade states. This inferiority and superiority are controlled by
the distribution of resources and access
to these resources. He defines racial
membership by declaring that "to be a
member of a race means to occupy a certain position within the social order."
Thus, in order to improve conditions,
African-Americans, Latinos, Asians, and
Native Americans "must give preferential treatment to others [African-Americans, Latinos, Asians, and Native
Americans] for the continuation of wellbeing." By denying the legitimacy of racial loyalty which was designed by
Caucasians through communal situations, domination and oppression will
continue.
Wade concluded his lecture by noting
that there is a significance to non-intimate racial similarity and that "racial
differences exist to trump humanity."
Because the social order in which we inhabit is so intrinsic, phenotype and genealogy will affect life in all aspects.
Wade, who received his Ph.D. from
Stanford University. He is currently
teaching "African Philosophy", "Race,
Racism, and Philosophy", and "Moral
Theory and Public Policy"

Political Point -Counterpoint
This week's issue: ABORTION.
From the Left...
"President Clinton believes that decisions about abortion should
be between a woman, her doctor, and her conscience. He continues to protect women's health and safety and the right of women
to make their own choices by:
*Reversing the Gag Rule, which provides women who use federally funded clinics with the information they need to make informed choices,
*Signing the Freedom to Access to Clinic Entrances Act, that prevents violence and intimidation against women and their doctors
and ensure clinic safety.
"Increasing funding to make family planning information and
contraceptives available to millions of women who otherwise
might not receive reproductive or other health care services.
*Making teenage pregnancy prevention a top priority. President
Clinton and his administration are working to instill a greater sense
of personal responsibility in young people for the consequences of
their behavior; while providing increased opportunities for education, jobs, and their future so that they are more likely to make the
right choices.
*Encouraging adoption, including adoption of children with special needs, and reducing the amount of time children spend in foster care. President Clinton strongly supports the adoption tax credit
as a way to make it easier for families to adopt.
President Clinton will continue to protect women's health issues
and the constitutional guarantee of a woman's right to choose."
-Trinity College Democrats

From the Right...
"The Republican platform reflects a return to family values and
a respect for the sanctity of life. They maintain that the unborn
child has an individual right to life that cannot be infringed upon.
To this end, they support a human life amendment to the Constitution which would protect unborn children from abortions. Many
people argue about "choice," that the government should not infringe on people's personal decisions. However, usually (except in
the cases of rape or incest) it was the individuals choice to have
sex. Now the republicans just seek to protect the unborn child's
"choice" to live. Consequently, they oppose using public revenues
for abortions and will not fund organizations that support them.
Why should federal funds be used to fund an individual's personal
"choice." In addition, they seek to end the practice of partial-birth
abortions and the use of abortion on demand. However, their prolife agenda does not include punitive actions against women who
have abortions. Their goal is to offer alternatives to abortion such
as adoption and programs that would provide women with the
support (material and emotional) that they and their children
need."

-Trinity College Republicans

Editor's Note: The views expressed in "Political Point-Counterpoint" are not necessarily the views heldby the Tripod oritsstaff. They should not be taken as such.
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Trinity Still Struggling
To Attract Minorities
continued from page one
norities, some feel that the school's recent
efforts might represent a disturbing
trend of sacrificing quality for quantity.
"The quantity of minority applicants
may be going up, but the quality may be
going steadily down," said Kirby Horan
'98, a community coordinator in North
Campus. The administration insists that
t his is not the case, stressing that all students must meet the same high standards in order to be admitted. In
addition Small pointed out that Trinity's
financial aid policy is based on need and
not ethnicity. "Trinity's financial aid is
need-based, and has been that way for
many years. Schools such as Wesleyan
and Swarthmore have a larger amount
of minority students and therefore can
attract a more diverse student body."
One of the school's many efforts to increase minority enrollment has centered
around the creation of groups and organizations which the school hopes will
give minority students a sense of community. Though these groups have been
successful, many students question
whether they merely create more of a
sense of segregation between minorities
and the rest of the community. Though
this is definitely a legitimate concern
most students feel any problems that
these groups create are based more on a
lack of knowledge than anything else. "I
didn't even know most of the organizations and events concerning minorities
on campus," said Mike Engel '00, " An
overall lack of knowledge creates confusion and general misunderstanding concerning our campus body."
Many students were quick to point out
trjat the issue of diversity at Trinity is
much''more'than jusf h'racM&Sli<*wttis'
whole controversy goes deeper than sim-

ply African, Hispanic and Asian minorities, though. Religion and financial
backgrounds must find their way into
the debate concerning minorities at
Trinity" states Horan.
Making up close to half this campus,
white Catholic students are considered
by some as a norm of the student body.
"1 guess it's like a subconscious attraction
that no one can really explain or understand," said Brian Bachman '00 from
Wellesley, Massachusetts. "It's not something they feel is necessary to put in the
view books," said by Andrew Mulvey, a
perspective here for a weekend visit. "I
never think about things like that. 1 figure anyone who applies, is accepted."
Perhaps the secondary schooling
many students received is yet another
form of grouping which can cause discomfort among the student body. Last
year, 58 percent of all students came
from public schools, while the remainder received a private secondary education. This year, however, 50 percent of the
class comes from private schools; a disproportional amount given the number
of students who actually do attend private high schools.
This trend is not endemic to Trinity.
Similar liberal arts colleges show high
percentages of white students. For example Amherst College in Amherst,
Massachusetts is 71 percent white; Bates
College in Lewiston, Maine is 90 percent
white; and Colby College in Waterville,
Maine is 89 percent white.
"The amount of minority students as
well as students from foreign countries
and areas outside of the northeast is
steadily increasing," said Small. The attraction of higher numberspf minority

LAURA BLACK WELL

The Reverend Raymond Smialowski with a participant in
last Sunday's National Sabbath for Children mass.
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toeing
rules
for these two areas are as follows:
l fo
'farking is not allowed at the intersec-

be any advanced warning before tpwing vehicles. Please follow these guide-

the admissions staff.

e Store
H&L
****1.75 Liters****
Popov
$11.99
Jim Bean
Smirnoff $16.99
Old Crow
Finlandia $22.99
Capt. Morgan
Dubra
$9.99
Palo Viejo Rum
Windsor Canad, Seag 7, Calv Xtra

$18.99
$14.99
$19.99
$15.99
$14.99

****Beer Case****
Milwaukee Best - Bottles
$8.99*
Natural Light - Bottles
$10.99*
Babst Blue Ribbon - bar bottle
$8.99*
* Plus Tax and Deposit
12 Pack Bottles****

* * * * •

Bass Ale
$12.99*
Corona
$10.99*
Molson Golden, Molson Ice
$9.99*
* Pius Tax and Deposit
MICRO BEERS - MIX ANY SIX FOR $7.99'
YOUR CHOICE FROM 40 VARIETIES
*Plus Tax and Deposit

Kegs and Party balls available

247-9138

UNDERCLASSMEN WELCOME/
RESERVE A SPOT AT OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL [DCS] IN QUANTICD,
VIRGINIA FOR THIS SUMMER.
COMPLETION OF EITHER THE 6 WEEK, OR 10 WEEK LEADERSHIP COURSE
REQUIRES NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR PART TO ACCEPT A COMMISSION
AS A 3ND LIEUTENANT IN THE MARINE CORPS.
RECEIVE MORE THAN $ 1 , 5 0 0 FOR THE SUMMER TRAINING.
• YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE S i ,350 A YEAR. IN FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.
• GUARANTEED "ACTIVE DUTY" COMMISSION UPON COMPLETION OF OCS, AND
THE FULFILLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR A BACHELOR'S DEGREE.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS:
• WILLING TO ATTEND OCS AFTER YOUR FRESHMAN, SOPHOMORE, JUNIOR
OR SENIOR YEARS AT COLLEGE (BUT NOT NECESSARILY EACH YEAR].
• MUST ENJOY WORKING OUTDOORS AND LEADING OTHERS.
• BE IN TOP PHYSICAL CONDITION AND HAVE GOOD ACADEMIC CREDENTIALS.

SEE CAPT SENENKO A T MA THER HALL ON WEDNESDAY THE83RD,
W.-00 A.M. UNTIL S.-OOP.M., OR FOR MORE INFORMA T/ON CALL;

1-800-255-US1VSC
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERFORMAN

LECTURES

Wed, October 23

7:30 PM

The Steve Davis Quartet is performing at the Webster
Theater with special guest Sam Newsome. Tickets are
$7. The audience is 21 years and older. The theater is located 31 Webster Street in Hartford. For more information, call (860) 525-5553.

African Week?..,Not Quite
The Bistro has recently been
sponsoring international weeks
that highlight a foreign cuisine and
culture. This week is African week
and Around Trinity has noticed
that, well, the culture is lacking.
Monday night they were serving a
cordon bleau type chicken and
there was a scrap of cheap dashikilooking material thrown on the
front table covered with numerous copies of The Mosaic. Last time
AT checked, French cuisine and
public relations magazines didn't
equal African culture. C'mon
Marriott, you can do better than
that!

Athletic Sobriety??!!
^witnessed a disturbing event
this past Reading Week. The
women's tennis team was down at
the View celebrating their recent
victories and one of the top seeded
players happened to get exceptionally sauced and on her way home
had a nasty spillage on the hill by
the View. This digger resulted in
the player slicing open her hand
and the injury required stitches.
This did not deter her coach from
insisting on her participation, however, and she tried to play the game,
but her stitches couldn't take the
stress and began to let loose during
the match. Hey, what do you expect? This is the big time—Division
Three.

Fri, October 25
TheaterWorks' 1996-97 presents The Golden Age at the
Hutensky Theater from now until November 24. The
Golden Age consists of a cast with Elizabeth Franz, Eve
Hoi brook and David Alan Base he, directed by Rob
Ruggerio. Performances Wednesday through Saturday
are at 8:00 PM and Sundays at 2:30 PM. The Hutensky
Theater is located 233 Pearl Street in Hartford. For more
information, call (860) 527-7838.

Fri, October 25

8:00 PM

The Webster Theater will be hosting Ronnie Jordan.
The audience is 21 years and older. Tickets are $13 to $15.
The theater is located at 31 Webster Street in Hartford.
For more information, call (860) 525-5553.

Sun, October 27

3:00 PM

The Jorgensen Auditorium will be featuring a matinee of the State Symphony of Russia. The auditorium is
located 2132 Hillside Road, U-104 in Storrs. For more
information and the box office, call (860) 486-4226.

Sun, October 27

8:00 PM

Bela Fleck & the Flecktones is performing at the
Webster Theater for an audience 21 years and older. Tickets purchased in advance are $17.50 and on the day of
the concert, tickets are $19.50. The theater is located at
31 Webster street in Hartford. For more information, call
(860)525-5553.

Religious Tolerance Forum
r

..

presents

"Everything you always wanted to know
about God, but were afraid to ask"
An informal dinner discussion will be held in
the Rittenberg Lounge
Tues, October 29,1996
6:00 PM
* dinner will be catered by Timothy's *

Walking and Talking (R)

Well, they did for a while at
least. AT witnessed the repossession of a keg in New Dorm over
Reading Week. Apparently the assailants were not severely reprimanded, but their bountiful beer
flow was cut off at the quick. Too
bad...it was the most exciting party
that happened all week. The closest second was the showing of The
Rockin McCook...and that's just sad.

Emma(PG)

Is anyone else distressed with
the way our Activities Fund is being squandered? There are umpteen movies at McCook a week and
this week a speaker was flown in
from California and put up at the
Smith House for a lecture with
minimal attendance. Hey, way to
go Trin! Keep it up and you will
equal Marriott with the rip-off of
the century.

Tues, October 22

7:00 PM

The lecture entitled The Politics of Sex: Which Party
Does Sex Belong to ? will be given by Linda Hirshman in
McCook Auditorium. The lecture is based on Hirshman's
forthcoming book After Vice which examines the legal
regulation of sexuality. Ms. Hirshman, who is a professor of law and the director of the Women's Legal Studies
Institute at Chicago-Kent College of Law, has published
numerous articles and a book on her research on how
women can best succeed in law school. This lecture is
free and open to the public. For more information, contact the Women's Center at extension 2408.

Wed, October 23

7:30 PM

In the Life Sciences Auditorium, the film Antonio das
Mortes will be shown and then a guest speaker from
Mount Hoi yoke College, Nina Gerassi-Navarro, a professor of Spanish and Italian, will address the themes of this
Brazilian film. A masterful transformation of native folk
art and mystical tradition, this violent, immensely powerful and original work from Glauber Rocha focuses on
the repression of rebellion through the eyes of a matador de cangacerios. This is a free lecture and the film is
subtitled.

Thurs, October 24

12:15 PM

The Trinity College Women's Center is featuringa talk
that is part of their Lunch Series by Dr. Mark Setterf ield,
Associate Professor of Economics. His presentation is
entitled "SISTERS ARE DOING IT FOR THEMSELVES":
The Role of Women in Pop Music; it will be held in the
Women's Center on the second floor of Mather Hall. This
presentation is free and is open to the public.

Thurs, October 24

Kegs Rule In New Dorm

Speaking Of Movies...

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - OCTOBER 22,1996

4:15 PM

There will be a slide lecture held in the Faculty Club
by Dr. Shobita Punja entitled "Ah Interpretation of the
Erotic Art of the 10th Century Temples of Khajuraho in
Central India." Punja is a lecturer on Indian culture at
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. This event
is sponsored by the Studio Arts Program and the Asian
Studies Program.

Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

(1996) Written and directed by Nicole Holofcener. Cinematographer: Michael Stiller. Cast: Catherine Keener, Anne
Heche, Liev Schreiber, Kevin Corrigan. Columbia Film School grad Nicole Holofcener breaks the N.Y.U. monopoly on
New York independent films, snapping up all of that great city's prickly humor and energy. Therapist-in-training Laura
(Anne Heche) learns that lovers have a way of coming between friends, when she breaks the news of her impending
marriage to her confidante since childhood, Amelia. On the other hand, Amelia (Catherine Keener, of Li vi ng in Oblivion)
has boy troubles of her own. She finds herself falling for a video store clerk with the twin obsessions of gruesome horror
films and the French writer Colette. A promising first film with stylish cinematography, and a nicely neurotic take on
the love and friendships of young city women. 90 min.
•

Wed - Sat 7:30 PM

(Britain, 1996) Directed by Douglas McGrath. Screenplay by McGrath, based on the novel by Jane Austen. Cast::
Gwyneth Paltrow,Jeremy Northam, Greta Scacchijuliet Stevenson, Ewan McGregor, Polly Walker. Jane Austen's only •
true comedy gets a sparkling treatment on screen, with a cheeky irreverence towards the social boundaries of 19th
century England. Gwyneth Paltrow is slyly intelligent as Emma, a young provincial heiress who channels all of her (
considerable energy and ability into matchmaking. Ironically, her high-handed attempts at improving the fortunes of:
her friends all seem to go quite wrong. A delightful cast joins in the fun, including Jeremy Northam as the gently sardonic Mr. Knightly, and a dashing Ewan McGregor in an astonishing about-face from his role in Trainspotting. Ill min.:

Supercop (R)

Fri - Sat 9:50 PM

(Hong Kong, 1996) Director: StanlyTong. Screenplay by Edward Tang, Fibe Ma and Lee Wai Yee. Cast: Jackie Chan,
Michelle Khan, Maggie Cheung. There is a reason why no insurance company on earth will cover a Jackie Chan film:
the amazing stunts by a cast that always seems hellbent on risking life and limb for our entertainment. Back on home
territory, the gravitationally-challenged Jackie Chan plays a goofy Hong Kong cop who is assigned to bust up a drug
ring. As his stern partner in mainland China, superstar-in-her-own-right Michelle Khan demonstrates a droll sense of
humor along with her genius for physical comedy. This is action comedy at its most fun, deliriously serving up a hip
hopscore, some serious cross-dressing, and an unholy chase through Kuala Lumpur. 93 min.

Lamerica <NR)

Sun 2:30 PM; Sun - Tues 7:30 PM

. (Italy, 1996) Directed by Gianni Amelia Written by Amelio, Andrea Porporati, Alessandrandro Sermoneta. Cast;
Enrico Lo Verso, Michele Placido, Carmelo di Mazzerelli. An Italian con man (Enrico Lo Verso) and his partner travel to
Albania, to cash in on the confusion surrounding the crash of the Communist government. After surviving a series of
wild mishaps, the con man finds himself stranded in Albania without money or contacts. It is here that Lamerica really
takes off, as Lo Verso brilliantly conveys a privileged Westerner's growing shock at the way his fellow human beings,
just across the border, must live. Lamerica is in the tradition of past masterpieces of Italian cinema that are at once
absurd, profound and deeply humane. 120 min.
compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Tues, October 22

Applying to Law School

Through December 8, the Widener Gallery will be
featuring the works of Richard Tuttle. The 1963 graduate of Trinity who is an internationally acclaimed artist
will be showing this special exhibit of three decades of
books and prints. Gallery hours are Monday through
Friday 12:30 - 5:30 PM and weekends 1:00 - 5:00 PM. Admission is free.

For those interested in attending law school, there
will be a meeting to learn about application strategies
and deadlines in the Alumni Lounge. It will be held
Thursday, October 24 at 4:00 PM. It will also show how
to determine what the chances are of being accepted
by various schools.

Wed, October 30

Legislative Internship Program

12:05 PM

An informational meeting will be held for Trinity students interested in working for members of the Connecticut General Assembly during the 1997 spring
semester in Seabury 305 on Thursday, October 24 at 4:15
PM.

Thurs, October 31

In Need of a French Tutor

The National College Poetry Contest is open to all college and university students desiring to have their poetry anthologized. The poems can be no longer than
fourteen lines. Cash prizes will be awarded to the top
five poems. Send poems with an initial $3 registration
fee to INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, P.O.Box
44044-L, Los Angeles, CA 90044 by October 31,1996.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, October 23
12:00 noon
Roman Catholic Mass; Crypt Chapel
Fr. Raymond Smialowski
12:00 - 2:00 PM Quiet Time; Main Chapel
5:00 PM,
. Meditation; Crypt OiapeJ

Tuesday, October 22
6:00 PM

The shuttle leaves for Haunted
Happenings in Hartford from
Mather, Tickets are $2 in SLRC
The modern rock band, Tu rki sh
Delight, is performing in the Underground

9:00 PM

Wednesday, October 23

Ezequiel Menendez, organ, will begin the fall season
of "Enrich Your Lunch!" concerts presented by The Music Series at South Church, 90 Main Street, New Britain.
Admission is free to these half-hour concerts, but donations will be accepted. Luncheon may be purchased after the concert for $2.99. For more information, call (860)
223-7555.

Saturday,
7:00 PM
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9.00 PM
10:00 PM

Thursday, October 24
5:00 PM

Don't sit around and let your grades suffer.if you need
help in French, call a fluent, on-campus tutor. For more
information, call extension 3497.

The Underground Coffee House is
hosting Open Mike Night
The movie, Beautiful Girls,is being
shown in the Cave

9:00 PM
9:30 PM

Collective Voices in the Women^
Center
Thirsty Thursday for Minors in the
Underground Coffee House
Keg Night in the Bistro featuring
the band "Shady Creek"

Friday, October 25
9:00 PM

Graduate & Professional School Fair
All students considering pursuing an advanced degree should plan to attend this program in the Washington Room on Wednesday, October 30. This fair is free
and will be held from 5:00 to 6:15 PM. Representatives
from over 65 programs in law, business, international
affairs, medicine, education and arts and sciences are expected. These representatives will be able to answer your
questions about admissions policies and procedures, financial aid, special and joint programs and any other
questions. For more information, call extension 2080.

Saturday, October 26
5:00 PM

8:00 PM
9:00 PM
9:00 PM

Pf peScrearhs .(cbineirtcokuiri'e')'«'. '."
The American Guild of Organ!st£
llimft®ir<gstedl in

Sunday, October 27
12:00 noon
Holy Eucharist Service
The Rt. Rev. Steven Charleston
M

The 1996 staff is always looking for new

Monday, October 28
12:00 noon
Pastoral Care Service
The Rt. Rev. Steven Charleston

. hwriters,a^,j^otog]?a^h6^,..
Please caU'ext ZS99df email us at
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu

The Alvin Carter Band will be performing in the Cave

The shuttle for the Haunted Riverside Trip will leave from Mather
and return at 10:00 PM; Tjcketscan
be purchased in SLRC for $5.
The film, A Time to Kill, will be
shown in McCook Auditorium.
The blue grass sounds of Dyre
Switch Band will be heard at the
Underground Coffee House
The Blue Haze Quartet will be performing at the Bistro

Sunday, October 27
3:00 PM
7:00 PM

Halloween on Vernon Street
TCAC Meeting will be held in the
Rittenberg Lounge

Monday, October 28
'*'&OOPM- •• •', jTheRepuWicanClubhasameeting in McCook room 303
9:15 PM
SGA will have their meeting in Terrace Room B

Classifieds

Now PLAYING,

Help Wanted
Men/Women earn $480 weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary; will train. Immediate openings in your local
area.

Call 1-520-680-7891 extension C2000

Eastern Europe Jobs

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane

Teach basic conversational English in Prague,
Budapest, or Krakow.
No teaching certificate or European language
required.
Inexpensive room and board + other benefits.

Prices: $7.25 general admission; $4.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 568-8810
All times valid through Thursday, October 24
That Thing You Do (PG) 12:50 PM; 3:10 PM; 5:30 PM; 7:55 PM; 10:15 PM; 12:25 AM
Sleepers (R) 1:00 PM; 1:30 PM; 4:00 PM; 4:30 PM; 7:00 PM; 8:00 PM; 10:00 PM
Mighty Ducks 3 (PG) 1255 PM; 3:15 PM; 5:25 PM; 7:35 PM; 9:45 PM; 11:50 PM
LongKissOO 1:00PM; 3:45PM; 7:15 PM; 9:55PM; 12:30 AM
Glimmer Man (R) 1:00 PM; 3:05 PM; 5:10 PM; 7:20 PM; 9:30 PM; 11:35 PM
Ghost & Darkness (R) 1:20 PM; 1:45 PM; 4:10 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:25 PM; 7:50 PM; 10:00 PM; 10:20 PM;
12:30 AM
Get on the Bus (PG) 1:15 PM; 1:45 PM; 4:15 PM; 4:45 PM; 7:20 PM; 750 PM; 10:05 PM; 10:25 PM;
12:30 AM
First Wives Club(PG) 12:35 PM; 1:20 PM; 2:45 PM; 4:05 PM; 5:00 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:55 PM; 9:25 PM;
10:10 PM; 11:45 PM
Chamber (R) 110 PM; 1:40 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:15 PM; 7:45 PM; 9:45 PM; 12:10 AM
Big Night GO 1:05 PM; 3:25 PM; 5:40 PM; 8:00 PM; 10:20 PM; 12:20 AM

Newington Cinema - 3250 Berlin Turnpike
Prices: $5.50 adults; $3.50 matinees before 6 PM
For schedule information, call (860) 666-1401
Two Days in the Valley (R) 9:20 PM
Fly Away Home (PG) 2:00 PM; 4:15 PM; 7:20 PM
Extreme Measures (R) 1:45 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:10 PM; 9:25 PM
Independence Day (PG-13) 130 PM; 4:00 PM; 7:00 PM; 9:30 PM

Elm Theater - New Britain Avenue, next to the Shawmut Bank

For info, call: (206) 971-3680 ext. K50791

*** SPRING BREAK V7 ***
Sell 15 trips and travel free!
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica, or Florida!
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
Call Now! TAKE-A-BREAK (800) 95-BREAK!

Articulate telephone secretaries needed for a busy
Wethersfield answering service.
Must be flexible with schedule and weekends are
mandatory.
For more information, 258-4022

Attention All Students!
Over $6 billion in public and private sector
grants and scholarships are now available. All
students are eligible. Let us help.
For more info,
call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. F50791 :

Prices: $3.50 general admission
For schedule information, call (860) 232-2820
Independence Day (PG-13) 3:45 PM; 9:45 PM
Extreme Measures (R) 9:45 PM
A Time to Kill (R) 7:00 PM
The Hunchback of Notre Dame (G) 1:45 PM; 4:10 PM

Organize Group!
Work for SST and Travel Free...on only, J | k
•

••-.• , - . . . . ;•: ' . s a l e s ! . : 1

•/,._.

. ..n1-| >

CASH, TRAVEL, & PRIZES!! '^t. ;1
FREE INFO; SUNSPLASH #l-800-426-7/Ji :
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November Celebrates
Trinity And Irish Arts
The Annual Fall Dance Concert, "Seasonal Changes," will be performed on
November 8 and 9. Works in progress by
student choreographers and perforOver the next lew weeks, much will mances by thejudy Dworin Performance
be presented by Trinity's Austin Arts Ensemble along with the women's vocal
Center. Running Homecoming Week- trio, Rozmarin, will mix dance and traend, November 1-3, will be the Annual ditional songs of Eastern Europe.
The second of the two Irish music and
Musical-Theatre Revue. Directed and
choreographed by Julia Strong and mu- theater performances will be on Novemsically directed by Gerald Moshell, CUT! ber 12 in Goodwin Theatre. The Lyric
PRINT! will focus on issues of travel, re- Theatre of Belfast will conclude their
turn and editing the choices we make. first American tour with their perforSelections will be taken from Company, mance of Philadelphia, Here I Come.' by
SweeneyTodd, Oklahoma, Nine, Porgy& Brian Friel. This modern classic tells the
story of Gar O'Donnell's emigration to
Bess and many more.
BY AMY HAM
Arts Writer

Tenor James Flannery and Irish harper Janet Harbison
will create an evening of classic minstrel song and
spoken word focusing on themes of immigration,
cultural identity and loss.

James Galway, the renowned Irish flutist, will perform with the.
HIB PHOTO
Hartford Symphony Orchestra on Tuesday and Wednesday .October 22 and
23 at the Bushnell. The program begins at 8 p.m. and will feature John
CorlQliano's Pied Piper Fantasy, Mozart's Overture to "The
p
students.

At the Old State House on November
7 will be one of two very special performances of Irish music and theater. This
program produced by the Austin Arts
Center in association with the Old State
House is part of Trinity's active new partnership. Tenor James Flannery and Irish
Harper Janet Harbison will create an
evening of classic minstrel song and spoken word focusing on themes of immigration, cultural identity and loss. James
Flannery '53 currently is a Professor of
Theater Studies at Emory University in
Atlanta. Janet Harbison, 1983 graduate
of Trinity College, Dublin, is founder and
director of the Belfast Harp Orchestra.
Together they recorded a two-CD set
entitled Thomas Moore, Minstrel of Ireland.

Philadelphia from his home in Donegal.
For a comedic twist, a second actor will
present Gar's private thoughts on leaving his life in Ballybeg and his father.
This is the first time since 1976 that the
Lyric Theatre of Belfast has restaged this
show.
To wrap up this exciting month the
Trinity College Concert Choir and the
chamber orchestra will perform Bach's
CantataNo.l96,Komm,Jesu,Komm and
Purcell's Act III of Dido and Aeneas and
Acts IV &V of The Indian Queen. This
will take place on November 22 and 23
in the Trinity College Chapel.
Be sure to check out these performances, for Austin Arts promises us an
eventful November full of song, dance
and theatre.

to the N e # Glass Officers!!
President Brian "Gordo" Gordon
Vice-Presidetit Pete "Gtmxim" Gr aniinat ica s
Secretary Tanya Jones
•. •-;"•• .'i;'-v"'-::-:: Juniois
, •
.
President Christina Palmese
Vice-President Daniel Bneliliolz
Secretary Nannie Corrigan

:

..

Sophomores
President Maureen Kay
Vice-President Parin Zeveri
Secretary Carly Geeza
The senior class won a. study break catered by Timothy's for the greatest class
participation of 60%
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Searching For Mother Kilmer And Douglas
Hunt Homicidal Lions

monic methods of suddenly appearing
and disappearing depending on
Arts Writer
whether somebody's looking for them.
Their .body count would later be tabu"Lionsden't killtikcthis. Lions never lated at one hundred thirty people.
haddlairlike this. They'redoingit for Nothing seems to keep them at bay; not
fences zriade of thorn bushes, not fires,
the plcasu re. "—Charles Remington
not traps with rifle-packing humans
It's been a while since the silver serving as live bait, not even relocating
screen has been graced with an Africa- the camp's makeshift hospital.
set adventure film in the tradition of Patterson is later teamed up with
Rudyard Kipling. While Congo cer- Charles Remington, (Michael Douglas,
tainly could come close, i t doesn't com- The American President) an expatriate
pare to the true story of The Ghost and former Confederate soldier who lost his
the Darkness, the latestjaunt from Para-~ : family in the Civil War and later bem o u n t .
•'• [ • • ^ . : : \ • • : ; . ; • • : ' : • : ; • • • \ / . : ' , ' • : ' , : . ' :'. came a notorious big-garrie punter;'to'
;: trackdown theGhostand theparisriess:
BY JEFF CROSS

:

Hortense finds her biological mother,

HTTP://WWW.FILMSCOUTS,COM/FILMS/SEC LIEHTML

Cynthia, and quickly bonds with her and her quirky British family.

:

i;

' i and :Ml therri^ceithe ^rjfccre^fe

Maurice, despite his bourgeois lifestyle,
is as dejected as his average client. They
Arts Writer
are the inevitable consequences of a family that has been splintered by too many
Mike Leigh's new film, Secrets and secrets kept out of vanity or embarrassLies, will do no less than change peoples' ment.
lives. The film, which won the Palme
The characters need each other desd'Or at this year's Cannes film festival, is perately and each becomes a piece of an
a tribute to the catharsis that comes from emotional jigsaw puzzle. Leigh subtly
living a life devoid of secrets.
lets us know early on that each
The story centers on Cynthia (Cannes' participant's alienation could be cured
Best Actress prize winner, Brenda by the companionship of the other charBlethyn), a lower class factory worker acters. We irresistibly join Leigh in fruswho lives in London with her sulking tration with their inability to join in
daughter, Roxanne (Claire Rushbrook). harmony. Thus the viewer awaits the fiCynthia clearly yearns for human inter- nal act of the film with a pleasantly
action after being left cold by the two wrenching anticipation.
In the hands of almost any director in
different boyfriends with whom she has
had children. No companionship comes Hollywood, the climax of such an emofrom her flourishing brother, Maurice tionally charged film would have been
(Timothy Spall) and his cold wife, positively soap-operatic. Mike Leigh not
Monica (Phyllis Logan). Maurice is a por- only pulls it off, but he does it with genutrait photographer and his numerous ine humor As the characters meet to eelBY ALAN MILLER

M n W f c W sit p
sprinkled through the film. Cynthia's
second child - whom she has never even
seen - becomes the secret central to the
film when Hortense (Marianne JeanBaptiste), a successful young optometrist, finds Cynthia in her quest to locate
her birth mother. Cynthia's shock at
meeting Hortense is only compounded
by the fact that her long lost daughter is
black.
Mike Leigh, like Robert Altman, is preoccupied with the difficulties of human
interaction in the modern world. However, Secrets and Lies is the ideological
opposite of a movie like Altman's Short
Cuts (1993). Unlike Short Cuts, where
characters destroy each other the more
they interact, alienation alone is the
greatest enemy in Secrets and Lies. Each
character, no matter how prosperous,
faces a different kind of loneliness.
Cynthia can barely talk to her daughter,
who is clearly - despite her overt rebellion - following in her mother's self-destructive footsteps. Hortense is forlorn
after her adoptive mother's death and

untzl they can be contained no longer In
addition, Leigh has the rare courage not
to neatly tie up every emotional loose
end in the denouement of the film.
Though shot in ordinary London
spaces, the film's cinematography and
art design reinforce the story's themes.
For example, Cynthia's drab and eternally messy flat contrasts with
Hortense's bare, ultramodern digs. The
meticulous but cold rooms of Maurice
and Monica's new house reek of the extortionate interior design firms Monica
has hired. Appropriately their house is
the neutral space in which the jigsaw
puzzle is finally solved.
Most critically minded people, myself
included, gag when a picture is said to
"raise the human spirit." Secrets and Lies,
by not announcing its intention, raises
the spirit in subtle but permanent ways.
1 honestly believe that this film will induce people to live less alienated lives.
Secrets and Lies is an entertaining and
truly unforgettable example of the power
of cinema.

Facing Writer'sBlock
Conducted by Irene Papouiis
Wednesday, October 23,1996
4:15-5:30 p.m.
The Writing Center, 115 Vernon Street
Psycholgoical reasons for writer's block will be discussed
and students will have a chance to practice some writing
strategies. Bring some blank pages; you might be surprised
at what you write on them!
** All Trinity students welcome, call Kim at x2036 to register**

Martin Espada
will read h i s poetry in the
Faculty Club on Tuesday, October 29 at 4:00 p.m.

Espada i s the author of five poetry
collections and now teaches at UMA.SS
in the Department of English.
Many of his poems a r i s e from his work
experiences, ranging from bouncer to
tenant lawyer.
.

Do You Need Your
Wisdom Teeth
Removed?
If so, patients are being enrolled for a
wisdom tooth research study. Two or more
wisdom teeth can be extracted by a board
certified oral surgeon in exchange for your
opinion on a research pain medication.
Call us today!

HARTFORD CENTER FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH
CALL TODAY 860-523-1489
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For One Senior, All Roads Lead To The Cave
• •• —

:

•' — '

' •• i
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BY NICHOLAS MOREHEAD

Features Writer

Dean Thomas gets her morning coffee here, the same place where Dean
Weiner holds his student 'chats'. Buildings and Grounds meet here at half past
eight before hitting the campus trouble
spots. President Dobelle regularly leads
a few pin-striped bigwigs right on
through. Many congregate religiously
there at 12: 30 pm daily to celebrate
lunch. Professors on hunches have been
known to check out unexcused absences
here. Gourmets have been making a
comeback to it, bands pop up and play
it, parties have been known to trash it.
In fact, Trinity student, wherever you are
going, you go there at some point during
the day. Whether changing your laundry, dealing with the post office, even
buying or selling books, one must go
there, as all roads lead to the Cave.
My travels from Trinity College have
taken me from across the quad to across
the oceans. It is only now, back in Hartford, that I realize from where these journeys have been launched. Most of my
mornings here have been spent in the
Cave, a t the same seat. A bagel, some coffee, The Times, the things I like to have.
Three years a regular, and in there, I am
Norm Peterson. 1 learned the names of
those who work there. I'd say hello to
those who frequented the place with me.
I'd say I knew the place well. I'd also say 1

»

was wrong.
Gray airport walls and stale coffee
shop aroma, you find yourself in a recreational identity crisis. The huge television at this end, the quiet booths at
that one. Always, everywhere, on the
tables, the ceilings, floors, toaster, coffee
pots, there is gray. Some people there
talk loudly, and you can't help but hear
their every word. Others sit so quietly,
you hardly even see them. Through all

sports fan, he'll rap with you about the
game last night. He'll get right in your
face if it concerns the Chiefs, so be careful. He always reminds me when it is Friday, and 1 always go on to remind others.
Some reek of kindness so strongly that
others can't help but pick up the scent.
He is utterly amazing to see each morning, seemingly unfazed by the gloom
that loiters around before nine. The majority of the students who roll in, sullen
portraits of sleep deprivation. They
come to him, the one who makes short
orders, and short conversation all morning long. When they leave, they are no
longer hungry, a little less tired, and they
step with just a little more stride. Al, he
never misses a beat. A lovely picture of
drowsy reciprocity takes form, as it's "the
students who make the job," he says,"
thank you goes a long way."
My freshman year roommate hadn't
been back to the Cave in "at least a year."
He walks in for supper recently, and tells
me that from the moment he was in view,
Al had his order on the grill. He himself
hadn't even decided. It seems there are
some perks still available, for veterans
only. Thank you, Al.
How many times have I exchanged
money with Maria, and yet barely exchanged a pleasantry? I have long lost
track. Why did I one day introduce myself and ask her name? Maybe to ease the
awkward feeling that strangers can
bring. (It should be noted that her initial
see "The Cave" on page 13

forced to embrace the bagel like never
before. But that is not the point of my
praise, nor the grounds for my complaints. Instead, I realize that there is a
world in the Cave, and like Plato himself,
I had to go in there before coming out.
Where then did this realization come
from, that not all Cave People were not
created equally? The rookies. They always try to enter through the door just
behind where I sit each morning. This is
j
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Most of my mornings here have been spent in the
Cave, at the same seat A bagel, some coffee, The
Times, the things I like to have. Three years a regular,
and in there, I am Norm Peterson.
that, I would come there every morning,
to sort my thoughts, and relish and relax in the morning lethargy. Wrapped up
in my own daily sitcom, the Cave has
been a key set on that stage that is life. It
has provided a script, unread until now,
incomplete for years to come. In short, in
finding others, you find yourself, and
while looking for my spot, early one
morning, 1 found the Cave.
Not all has been such smooth sitting
though. This year has seen, among other
tragedies, the disappearance of bran
muffins from the (once thought to be)
untouchable Dun kin Donuts case. A pillar of my morning destroyed in some
back room corporate sleeze deal, I am

a door which, from (my) day one, has
always been locked from the outside.
There are more, infinitely more. Friendships have brewed from it's atmosphere,
and lessons learned in quality of life.
There is a man who you will find behind the grill every day. He is tall, lean,
lanky, and lovable. He is Al, he is 'big' Al,
and he is the man. From the wiliest veterans to the most obvious of wrong-door
rookies, they see the same big, broad
smile, and hear the same warm greeting.
"Heeeeey. All right. How ya doin?" If
there is has to be a person most directly
responsible for the mysteriously powerful vibe which flows from the soda machines and fires up the toaster, it is Al. A
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THE TRINDEX
Hours per day spent
watching television
during reading week...

0
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2

3

4

5

6

7

Days spent on-campus during reading week...

Cable - gotta love it! You watched
lots of Disney and Skinemax, with
some consequences, however. Every night since your return from
school you've been having erotic
dreams about Minnie Mouse and
Aladdin. Yikes!

There's nothing like watching those
four channels on your good 'ole 13"
screen in your dorm room. You now
speak fluent Spanish thanks to
Telemundo.

The iure of the Mohegan Sun entranced you - so you took off to where
the sun never sets. You're in luck
for next semester: due to on-campus
housing shortage, Trinity will be
building additional housing for students on the Mohegan reservation.

Well, someone had to stay and
make it look like there was some
work going o n !

f
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Reading Week,
Shmeading Week
however. I mean, how much could we
put off our studying before insanity set
in? Did you spend your time like me,
counting how many CD's you've lost
since day one? Maybe rearranging your
room was on the agenda, or cleaning out
the dust-covered clothes from under
your bed. How about something constructive like trying to figure exactly
how loud your stereo has to be before
your ears bleed. Anything to keep from
studying, eh?
A good two-thirds of us were M.I.A.
last week, leaving campus much quieter
than usual. Also, a few new faces popped

BY T.K. MACKAY

Features Writer

Upon rewinding the very last video in
my collection and tossing it into the corner with all my other deceased tapes,
eating the last crumbs of my food stash,
and breaking my previous "let's see how
late we can sleep in" record, my reading
week is officially complete. I know so,
because I've resorted to watching "Suddenly Susan" on NBC and to taking the
time to write this sorry article...
If you were around last week with oth-

Reading week gives us a chance to look back on our
first month-and-a-half and feel guilty about the work
we should have done, but have neglected instead.
ers involved in a sport, or those too far
away from home to travel, or just too lazy
to go anywhere, you would have experienced a good, solid "Reading" week. No
strings attached, no surprises, good
weather, food, folks, and fun. A much
cherished week by the student body, rumored last year to be revoked by the administration, but still fixed into our
schedule. Reading week gives us a
chance to look back on our first monthand-a-half and feel guilty about the work
we should have done, but have neglected
instead. It's not really a vacation, or a
"study time," but a re-birth of consciousness. 1 bet you've come back to school
thinking, "Okay. I'm gonna work hard
from now on 1 promise"
Chaa. .right.

up in Mather at dinner. People came out
of the cracks when no one was around,
which made it seem like a different place
altogether. Most people either went
home to Mommy and some homecooked meals, or traveled to neighboring
schools to wreak havoc. A trip to the library might have found a handful of diligent students following the school's
suggestions for utilizing our break.
Those of us who were here found a day
or two to do our work, or at least a little
of it. On the other hand, Eric Crawford
'99, says, "Some kids need to catch up
with their work and cram for exams, and
for some, Reading Week's an opportunity
to just kick back and relax. I found it useful in that it gave me some time to catch
!

is set apart from most "breaks" from
school. Not many Colleges get the opportunity to get ten days off right in the
middle of a semester, and still be able to
look forward to a Thanksgiving Vacation. The administration would love to
think that we were all busily "reading"
volumes of Kant and Poly-Sci notes in the
depths of the library, which some of us
were, but the majority of Trinity was either gone or rotting away in their dorm
rooms. We have to face the inevitable,

. /N^tl'S6ftjfesteiis''#aaltig''*Beik will'hedifferent than this one, as I'm sure you'll
find, and it'll go by ten times as fast.
Cherish it, though. It's an asset that the
big guys give us that is worth keeping in
our schedule. Those Reading Days all
add up to ensure us only 6 months of
school. Now, where else can you say that
you're in school for only half the year?
Whether it be spent cramming an Econ
101 text or eating stale Saltines trying to
clean beer off of your laptop, love your
reading week, and use it well.

The Cave Is Where It's At
for a minute or so to pay for my bevercontinued from page 12
reaction was to point at her name age. When once, I would quickly betag). Perhaps, I did it to subconsciously come angry, I now watch the many
find out who that guy was she flirts chorescompleted in a flash of turquoise
with each morning at around nine. I and black, and I am humbled. Three
reckon, it was because her honest eyes years, and my respect for this work, for
and delightful smile wouldn't hear of all work, is more developed, and my
it any other way. Clad in her black pants patience, more of a virtue. Maria and
and turquoise shirt, she works the floor the Cave have taught me this, and neilike nobody's business. Tan Latino skin, ther of them had to explain how.
full, shining face, motherly counteThese-people, and Chris, and Kaja,
nance, she is very pretty. We share our and Steve, they share with me, every
ritual joke of my uncanny ability to morning, my daily awakening, and in
have correct change ready. As a matter so doing, they have become a part of my
of fact, that was the start of our friend- life. They are "as regular as my coffee,
ship. We talk about my life, her kids, and they distract me withmutual pleaand her husband. "He works for Trinity sure. They have seen me at my worst,
College too," she said proudly," He's the unshaven moments. I have been there
supervisor of Grounds." She politely through their crying spells and lousy
looks past me, over my shoulder, to a seasons. Through my various phases of
man standing at the far corner. He's sur- coffee, decaf, hot chocolate, and tea, it
rounded by a few other men, they are has been there for me. In the same seat,
talking, and they are all wearing shiny like clockwork, I am there for it. On the
blue Trinity jackets, She smiles at him .worst of days, a place to come in from
and nods her head, both up, and to the the rain, on the mosc interesting of
side, just a little. "Yeah," she says, still mornings, a working microcosm of sosmiling, "he's in here often." I found out ciety. They welcomed me when I didn't
know diddly, (I once tried that rotten
who she was flirting with..
She tells me she",.likes working with door too),
students because they always make - Now they sit with me, and smile
friends and talk tomewhen. they, have ' back, broader than; ever before. When I
problems.''' I can only smile and agree.', can't get there,! long-to. When I-am
•"[like working with students because, thereof notjate), I am. content FarniK
jliey give me the answers." She laughs. . iair ityh'as, brought me friends, the grtll,
W? are more alike then w realize- : : piece oi mmd,;smd vnth the chang<s,,l
iil
^ ^
^t
I sit thtnkingof tbatxim I used *Mt f d

^.
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Ask Dr. Chang
Dear Dr. Chang: A week ago I came
back from class and began talking to
my girlfriend's best friend that lives in
thfisarhedormasldo. Somehow we got
onto the topic of hidden cameras. I
joked that she should make a video for
meandwithoutablihkshedisappeared
into her room.

hours wearing tight jeans or bumming
blankets, so choose loose-fitting clothes
and take a sweater in case it gets chilly
or you need a makeshift pillow. Add a
pair of slippers with rubberized bottoms and a change of socks, and you'll
be the envy of fellow travelers.-Pack a
few toiletries—toothpaste and toothbrush, contact lens, solution, a wash-.
. • doth, and small bar, of soap—to freshen
up'after dinner. Drink liquids once an
hour or so, but.avoid caffeine and alcohol (theyaggravate jet lag). I would sug• gest and inflatable neck pillowi adeck
of cards and two to three disposable
j books, including a;thruler ancia guide
•to your/destination. (Spmefriends:have:
;
v::takeri-::the;tf larjto;ps ahel all the: games;

;;';.:I; watched:the'ltajje:;^at:
hightWdimih^atelyfelt
"

•• -Jm

'>*'•'-'••'•'.-.-•'•

".'•-rm:r.x.-'-'

'• • v' : "';"•, •-;•:•:•.-:-' •..•:••• /*:••:..rv^:-.\-

the second to yourself, Your girlfriend

hM

- ' . • • ^ I ' - r - : ' " . ' . 1 .-."7 • > - - - . - . v ^ ' ;•-•:•

v -

The argument in the former'casgt|

' n of

liftiS

you shouid^-that you subcly solicited: sexual relationships en.df.triehdships
the; video and sat idly by when -your • J a l a a e r i S t h e r e also.:. : .::^. •':•.'•:•;•;.::••;'• X-:^ i; '
girlfriend's best friend closed thei door
.The amount trust; arid openness
to her roorn.: If it was just a: weak mo- "shared between two people in any
ment, did you also have 90 other weak : sexual relationship: are also:,the key
moments when you opened your sock 'building blocks to afiygbodfriendship:
drawer every morning without throw- ,: When the?high: volatility rate in-a
ng,the.cassetteout?</ :'*" : :.: • : ;v •. /se^uai-Mationship due to variables
Depending on how, angry or upset : suchasmaturity,commitment,anddeH
your.girlfriend fe:els*-and howreckless; Ysirabllity le^dto ^parting of ways;bey6u affe—hint that it would really turn tvveen:; two ipeople, ''the'.' trust'
you on. to:have her tape over the video broken—intentionally and more of ten
withan performance of her own.
unintentionally-is; that -much harder
to regain into:a structure of afriendDear Dr. Chang: I'm going abroad to ; s h i p . • . ; . . ; . •;•, " -.; . ' : : ; - - > r . • - • •'; • . . • " ,
In;layman's: terms, sexual relationChina this spring. Since 1 am not a seasoned air traveler, do youhave any sug- ships are a more complicated form of
: friendships. When the; more compligestions to make my:h^^^
more (»irjfxirtable?-^. Crescent St.: ' V\ •,; ca ted.version, a sexual relationship,
: doeSn't'WJprk Out;; thefrienclshipwili
No matter what-you take along to fill.;>
:: most likely riot work- pufalsq>:^'>;:: "•••::
:;-;:^
:

FREE COFFEE AND A COOKIE
THE UNDERGROUND COFFEEHOUSE
7:30-9:30

* limit 1 coupon, per person, per night
* expires 11/5/96
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(860) 278-4334

(860) 278-4527
Sides & Salads

Pizzas

Topping ....$ .50 Maricoppi Bread
Topping ....$1.00 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic
Topping ...$2.50 and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.
Chef Salad
Greek Salad
Toppings
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Mushroom
Onions
Tossed Salad
Broccoli

Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

S
L
$8.50 /13.00

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa S a l a m i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pepperoni
..............
Tuna
Ham & Cheese
Sausage..
..
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon . . .
Chicken Parmigiana
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro

Sheet
/23.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.
P1

33
!S

8
I
B
I

is

i.

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter soda.
Only
O l $10 tax
t incl.
i l

278-4334

el

Small Pizza
3 Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only
O l $7 tax
t incl.
i l
278-4334

S

ft.

"i.
1 can spda + bag chops
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

8

1
I
1 I
mi

I.

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE
278-4334

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

I
I
I
I
I

F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278-4334
j

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

r

I
I
I

s

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

I

la

Call in Your Order — Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
Open 7 Days a Week
Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4a.m. — Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m. - 3 a.m.
1

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75 .
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

P

J

Large Pizza

Gyro

$6.00
$6.00
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$4.00

$8.00 Plenty for two!

2 Large Pizzas

I

butter

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza . . . . . . . $10.00 / 13.50

'I

$ 3.50

Subs & Grinders

Specialty Pizzas
Red Veggie Design. . . . .
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Avalanche Set to Repeat as Stanley Cup Champs
NHL Hockey Preview
B Y ERIK GUSTAVSON

Contributing Writer

B Y PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

The 1996-1997 NHL season looks to be
an exciting one. Last season finished
with a bang as the Colorado Avalanche
defeated the rat-happy Florida Panthers
in four games to capture the Stanley Cup
in the team's first year in Colorado. The
saying goes "if it ain't broke, don't fix it",
and this is exactly the attitude the Avalanche took in the off-season. Their entire core of players will return, including
Playoff MVP Joe Sakic, Peter Forsberg,
and goalie Patrick Roy. It doesn't seem
as if this team has any weaknesses, and
should be able to get back to the Finals.
During the off-season, teams went out
in search of players who might help to
knock off the reigning champions. The
Great One is in the Big Apple to help the
Rangers get back to the Finals. Goalie
Mike Richter is coming off a superb
showing in the first ever World Cup of
Hockey and will provide the Rangers
with solid goaltending. The Red Wings
added some punch to their already potent offense, as they added Brendan
Shanahan in a trade with the Whalers.
Shanahan, along with Steve Yzerman
and Sergei Fedorov, will make the Wings
one of the top teams in the league. Sniper
Jeremy Roenick, who used to play with
the Blackhawks, will now skate in Phoenix for the Coyotes, a team that was formerly the Winnipegjets. Roenick, along
with Keith Tkach.uk and Craig Janney,
will make the Coyotes immediate con'ftttdt'fh &¥V&stetti < H t e f i * k
The Legion in Philadelphia means opposing teams are sure to be Doomed. Eric
Lindros, John Leclair, and Mikael
Renberg combine to form one of the
most dynamic lines in the NHL. The
Florida Panthers made a great run at the
title last year, but were overmatched by
the Avalanche. They have everyone back
from last year's team and should be
competitve in the Eastern Conference.
The Pittsburgh Penguins have probably
the two most feared players in the league
with Mario Lemieux and Jaromir Jagr.
Lemieux has said that this will be his last
year with the Penguins, which means he
will want to end on a good note. Problems between the pipes may keep the
Pens from reaching the Finals. Look for
the Washington Capitals to surprise a
few teams this year. Vezina Trophy winner (Best Goalie) Jim Carey didn't show
up for last year's playoffs, which accounted for the teams early exit. The
New Jersey Devils went AWOL in last
year's playoffs, after winning the Stanley
Cup in 1995. Their defense and
goaltending are mong the best in the
league. Look for a solid playoff showing
from the Devils.
The Boston Bruins may have ended
their NHL record 29 consecutive playoff
appearances. With the loss of sniper
Cam Neely, the Bruins are left without a
bona fide goal scorer. Perennial all-star
Ray Bourque may have played in his last
playoff game as a Bruin. Bill Ranford is a
very steady goalie, and will keep the Bruins in many games this year. The Whalers. Well, the forever .500 Whale may
actually make a run at the playoffs this
year. They acquired Keith Primeau and
Paul Coffey from the Red Wings in a
trade for Shanahan. Sean Burke is solid
and has the ability to take a game over
by himself. Don't look for any miracles
from the Whale. It would be a surprise
if they make the playoffs this year.

The Bruins entered into last season
full of promise and potential; many observers felt the team had gained enough
firepower to win the Eastern Conference
and earn a shot to win their first Stanley
Cup since 1972 . Boston had stockpiled scorers Kevin Stevens and Sean
McEachern to go along with proven
sniper Cam Neely and young hopefuls
Marius Czerkawski and goalie Elaine
Lacher, so Boston fans and rookie coach
Steve Kasper had every reason to be
optimstic. But a year later, everyone except the coach is gone. Stevens,
McEachern and Czerkawski all
diasppointed and were traded by last
summer, Neely retired after years of injuries, and Lacher proved to be a flash in
the pan.
General Manager Harry Sinden decided to revamp the team's image. Since
the late-Eighties, the Bruins, although
fairly successful, had become a softer
team that lacked the intimidating, hardnosed physical play and desire that typified the Bruins in their glory days.
Remember Terry O'Reilly, Derek
Sanderson, Jay Miller? Czerkawski and
McEachern didn't quite pack the same
punch. So, Sinden went out and acquired
Jeff Odgers, Troy Mallette, Rick Tochett,
and Steve Staios to get bigger and a little
tougher.
As the Bruins enter this season,, there
is almost as much pessimism around
their playoff hopes as there was optimism last year. All the new players combined won't replace Neely's scoring and
presense. Yet the new mix of toughness
and grit will at lealt produce more spirited play and a little excitement at the
FleetCenter. The Bruins still have a solid
core in Ray Bourque, Adam Oates, and
veteran goalie Bill Ranford, but now
their complementary players have a little
hustle and attitude. If the Bruins are the
make the playoffs like last year, except
they'll be overachieving again in the
classic Bruins style, not underachieving
like the teams of recent years.
B Y PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

After winning the Stanley Cup two
seasons ago, the New York Rangers hope
to return to the finals this year. The
Rangers may have found the missing
piece to the puzzle in the off season,
when the team signed NHL all-time
leading scorer Wayne Gretzky. Gretzky,
who will be reunited with former Oiler
teammate and present team captain
Mark Messier, still has some of the moves
that made him the most feared offensive
player of all time, but he isn't getting any
younger. With its solid core of forwards,
above average-defense, and superb
goaltending, The Rangers will contend
for the Eastern Conference title, but they
don't have what it takes to compete for
Lord Stanley's Trophy.
The forwards are led by the ageless
hero Messier. Messier led the team with
99 points a year ago and still has a few
tricks up his jersey. Gretzky has the ability to add 100 points to any team, and
will do so with the Rangers. The key to
this offense is the play of wingers Alexei
Kovalev and Luc Robitaille. These players, who, respectively, had 58 and 69
points last year, will make the difference
for the Rangers. Kovalev has the ability
to score 75-100 points and could take the
pressure off of Messier and Gretzky.
Adam Graves and Niklaus Sundstrom
will also play major roles in the Rangers'
quest for another championship.

The defensive group is among the best
in the NHL. The Rangers have arguably
the best defenseman in the game with
Brian Leetch. Leetch has all of the tools
and can score 75-100 points. His partner, Bruce Driver, is a solid defender, and
is a great playmaker. Ulf Samuelson and
Marty McSorely will add to the solid core
of defensemen and will also be counted
on to protect The Great One.
The goaltending duties are well taken
care of for the Rangers. After a tremendous performance in this summer's
World Cup of Hockey, Mike Richter has
solidified his standing as one of the
game's best goalies. Richter had 24 wins
a year ago with a G.A. A of 2.68. Last year,
Richter split time with Glen Heally, who
had a 2.90 average. Richter is the better
goalie and should be in for the majority
of the games. Look for Richter to carry
this team well into the playoffs.
This is a team that has been rejuvenated with he addition of Wayne
Gretzky. Even though The Great One
may have lost a step over the years, he can
still dangle with the best of them, and
will bring life back to Madison Square
Garden. According to Messier, the
speedy Kovalev will be the key for the
team to get back into the Stanley Cup
Finals. He must improve on the 24 goals
that he scored last year. Leetch is one of
the leagues' best defensemen and will
have to wait to win the Norris Trophy
(Best Defensemen) until perennial winners Chris Chelios and Ray Bourque, retire. If Richter plays the way he did in
the World Cup, The Rangers have a
chance at winning 80 games. If that
seems unlikely, 30-35 wins for Richter is
a realistic goal.

BY PETER GUINEY
Sports Editor

This may be one of the last years that
the Whalers will be in Hartford, so catch
them while you can. In all likelihood, the
team will move after next season, due to
financial considerations. This year's
squad hopes that they can compete for a
playoff spot, which could possibly keep
the team in Hartford. With a major
source of controversy out of the way, The
Whale hopes to improve on a 34-39-9
record of a year ago.
The controversy that brought a dark
cloud over the organization concerned
the status of captain, and leading scorer,
Brendan Shanahan. It was obvious from
the beginning that Shanahan didn't
want to play in Hartford, yet he still put
up All-Star caliber numbers last year.
Shanahan was granted his wish for a
trade this year and is now a member of
the Detroit Red Wings.- In return, The
Whalers got perennial all-star
defenseman Paul Coffey, gritty forward
Keith Primeau, and a first-round pick.
This acquisition worked brilliantly for
Hartford. The benefits of this trade
should be seen immediately. Coffey and
Primeau are both capable of scoring 6075 points a year. Coming from Detroit,
they both know what it takes to win, and
will be a great influence on the younger
guys on the team.
The group of young forwards will be
the difference on this team. In order for
the Whalers to be successful, these
young players must have breakthrough
years. Speedy sniper Geoff Sanderson is
tops among a group of forwards. Last
year, Sanderson was second on the team
in scoring with 65 points. He will need
to increase that total to help the team out.
Joining Sanderson up front are Andrew
Cassels, who had 63 points last year,
Andre Nikolishin, 51 points, and Jeff
O'Neil, 27 points, They will have to do
better if the Whalers are going to be

competitive in a very strong Eastern
Conference.
With the addition of Coffey, the defense will be much improved. Coffey
will compliment a group that is led by
Jeff Brown, who was acquired from
Vancouver last season. Brown, who led
the defense in scoring last year, is joined
by Glen Wesley, Gerald Diduck, and
Adam Burt, all of whom are solid defenders.
The one aspect of the Hartford Whalers that has remained stable throughout
the years, is the steady play of goaltender
Sean Burke. Burke, who is considered
one of the league's best goalies, posted a
3.11 goals against average last year. With
very little support, Burke won 28 games
for the Whalers last year. Look for Burke
to play at least 65 of the team's 82 games
this season.
The acquisition of Coffey and Primeau
will make a world of difference for the
Whale this year. In order for that to happen, Coffey and Primeau will have to
carry most of the load. Sanderson and
Cassels are the stars, but will need to
have the players, such as O'Neil and
Nikolishin, make more of an offensive
contribution. Coffey will shine in a
group of average defensemen. Maybe his
offensive flair will rub off on the very
defensive-minded group. The Whalers
will do well with Burke in net. Their ship
will sink, however, if Burke is unable to
play. He-is the team's most valuable
player and is the key to bringing the
Whalers back to the playoffs.

B Y PETER GUINEY

Sports Editor

The 1995-1996 Philadelphia Flyersput
together a spectacular regular season,
but their season ended prematurely after a quarter-final upset by the Florida
Panthers. Led by Eric Lindros, the Flyers had the league's third best record, finishing 45-24-13. Many of the fans were
upset at the how the season ended and
demanded some changes. However, GM
Bobby Clarke insists that this club has
what it takes to win a championship.
The Flyers are probably the biggest team
in the NHL and are not afraid to through
their weight around. The team has all
the tools to win.
The Flyers have one of the best lines
in hockey. Lindros, along with John
Leclair and Mikael Renberg, combine
goal scoring with hard hitting to form
one of the most feared lines in the NHL.
Last year, the team made some acquisitions that gave them a solid second line.
Dale Hawerchuck, Pat Falqon, and Rod
Brind'Amour are as solid of a second line
as there is in the NHL. If these forwards
can stay healthy, the Flyers could find
themselves in the Stanley Cup Finals.
The defense of the Flyers has greatly
improved over the last couple of years.
Eric Desjardins has established himself
as one of the best two-way defensemen
in the NHL, His 47 points led
defensemen on the team. Chris Thieren,
Petr Svoboda, and Kjell Samuellson are
all proven defensemen who will keep
pressure off the goalies.
Goaltender Ron Hex tall is coming off
one of his best seasons in the NHL.Hextall ended the season with a 31-13-7
record and tied Detroit's Chris Osgood
with the league's best goals against average witha 2.17 mark. Hextall has always
been known as a goalie who couldn't
come up with the big win, but last year
he proved his critics wrong. Garth Snow
filled in fine last year when Hextall went
down for a month. Snow finished the
year with 12 wins and a 2.88 G.A.A.
The Flyers have one of the top three •
teams in the league, and should find
their way to the Stanley Cup Finals.
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Football Captain Poremba Gets The Job Done
BY KYLE ARMSTRONG

• Sports Writer

Football is indeed in the blood of senior captain Mike Poremba. A native of
Wilbraham, Massachusetts and the
leading tackier for the Bantams this year,
Poremba has been playing football for

WES SALEM

Senior Mike Poremba holds the defense
together before and during the plays.

thirteen years and has hadquite a career
as a Bantam. In over three years, he has
126 tackles, including 11 solo tackles in
his junior year, and 21 so far this year.
Poremba attended Minnechang Regional High School in Wilbraham, and
started for two and a half years at running back and cornerback/free safety.
Poremba has many found memories of

Minnechang, but his proudest moment
was not an individual achievement, but
was when his team made a Super Bowl
appearance his senior year. Poremba was
heavily recruited by Trinity and
Amherst, and he did not find out until
the last day of high school that he had
been accepted to Trinity. Poremba also
got into Boston College, but, because
football was in his blood, he opted for
Trinity and for a chance to play.
The tradition of football started with
Poremba's father, who was an outstanding linebacker at Chicopee High School

Water Polo Hosts Tourney
At the next tournament, held at
Dartmouth College, Trinity opened up
Sports Writers
with a second convincing win b'VerAmherst, then ranked 13th rn the nation. •
This Saturday, October 26, Trinity's That night, the reserves saw more playwater polo team will be playing Bates ing time against Wesleyan, where TrinCollege at 12:00 in the opening round of ity dominated once again. The following
the New England Championship Tour- morning, Dartmouth (B) could not
nament held at Ferris Athletic Center. If match Trinity's superior talents., Howthe Bantam squad is able to advance to ever, Sunday night, the Bantams lost a
the championship round, they will re- heartbreaker to Williams College.
ceive an automatic bid to the National
The younger half of this team has alClub Championships held at North- ready made a splash with four sophowestern University in Chicago, Illinois more starters, Nicholas Fainelli in goal,
early next month.
Steven Longley, Philip Burgers and Ryan
The regular season, up to this point, Vasquez. The other starters are juniors
has been successful for the young Ban- Gregory Miller and co-captain Erik
tams who offer only one senior starter. Burgers and senior David McFarland.
They will be entering this weekend with The rest of the team has contributed to
the team's winning efforts as well.
a record of 5-3.
The team has gotten back in the waAfter dropping their first game to
Dartmouth (A), who is now ranked 4th ter and has its sights set on the upcomin the nation, at the Yale tournament ear- ing weekend. Trinity water polo will be
lier this fall, the Trinity squad rebounded living by the following quote, "Those
quickly by beating Amherst. The follow- teams that won't be beat, can't be beat."
ing Sunday, they lost to Coast Guard by The Bantam team needs your support, so
a buzzer-beater. But again, Trinity came come on out at noon Saturday to watch
right back to defeat Yale that afternoon. them battle Bates on their quest for the
The water polo team left Yale with a 2-2 New England Championship!
record.
BY ANDREW LOVIG AND RYAN YOUNG

New England Water Polo Championships
Ferris Athletic Center
Saturday, October 26

in Western Massachusetts He has carried on this tradition at Trinity, where he
has started as a linebacker for two years
II was not an easy road for Poremba,
though, as he battled frustration his first
two years. He played special teams as a
sophomore, and he did not step into a
starting role until the first game of his
junior year. "There were good players
ahead of me, so I just kept plugging
away," he said. This philosophy has paid
off for him. He has 76 tackles so far this
year* 21 solo. Last year, he was named
NESCAC Defensive Player of the Week
for his 10-tackle, 3 pass breakup performance in a shutout over Hamilton in

Week 3.
He says that his best experience at
Trinity so far was when the team defeated heavily favored Williams just a
few weeks ago. Poremba had 23 tackles
in that game, but he insists that "individual accomplishments do not really
matter to me."
"Poremba is a true leader, both on and
off the field. He does a good job bringing everyone together" says Ryan Burch
'98. "He is the type of player that leads
by example. He plays his heart out every play, which makes it easy to play
with him" adds Craig Borsari '98. His
goal for this year is simply, "to go 8-0".
The tradition of football in Poremba's
family is fully shaped by the presence of
his parents at every game. He says "they
love to tailgate and they provide a lot
support". This family support is evident
through his gutsy and proud play on the
field every Saturday afternoon.
Poremba says "it will be tough to leave
the sport, but I definitely want to stay
involved". What else would you expect
from the gritty 5'8", 195-pounder, who
admits that football is in his blood. He
would like to take a shot at coaching,
possibly as a graduate assistant in the
immediate future. He is an economics
major with a 3.4 grade point average, so
a job in the financial sector is also a possibility.
Whatever he chooses, football will always be in him. It is not just the game
that he loves, but the friendships he has
made along the way that he will cherish
He says that "we have a tight senior class,
and I am close with all of them".

Grew Looks To Finish Strong
the Trinity heavyweights were strategically-steered to the outside of the other
^- '-• v v ' . . ' ;
HABERKORN
-V -•. '•••' ••
two crews they were in the process of
Sports Writers
•,
passing, the inside boat did not cut the
corner and came straight out, causing
On Sunday, October 13, the Head of the. the two inside boats to come crashing
Connecticut Regatta took place in into the side of the Trinity crew. SplashMiddletown,- GT. Thousands of fans ing and crashing oars were seen from the
crowded the grandstand in the last mile shore and Trinity fans reported hearing
of this three and a half mile long head the thunderous voice of Evan Remley
race on the Connecticut River, 20 miles screaming, "You want a piece of this, you
or so down river from Trinity's own prac- got it!" The collision put a hole in the side
tice waters. Eight Trinity crews raced of the heavyweight boat, but the moral
and three brought home medals. Both damage lay upon the crews that were left
novice teams brought home golds, the behind after the collision was satisfying
first novice men's eight and the novice enough for our heavyweights.
women's four both won their events.
After all of the excitement and turAlso finishing an impressive third place moil at the Head of the Connecticut,
in a competitive field of 38 boats was the Trinity varsity men's crews were ready
first varsity women's crew.
to go this past Sunday to the Head of the
The other boats did not finish in the Charles. But, unfortunately, the extreme
top three but valiant efforts were put weather conditions caused cancellation
forth by all crews. The varsity light- of the international event. But heavyweights pulled out a fifth place finish to weight captain John Pickford looked
put half of the Trinity crews with top back at the unfortunate event as historifive standings. The varsity heavy- cal. "Hey, we got the shirts of the race that
' weights were on their way to a top five never happened." The crew team is lookfinish as well, until the final turn of the ing to conclude their season at the Head
course when a three boat collision shat- of the Schuylkill at the Schuykill River
tered their hopes, as well as their hull. As. in Pennsylvania this Saturday.
BY PAUL HILLMAN ANP MIKE
;:
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Dartmouth
9:00AM

Amherst
7-00 PM

Boston University
Sunday
October 27
12 Noon
Championship
Game

10:30 AM

Williams

TRINITY

Champion

12:00 NOON

-

Bates
8:30 PM

Tufts
W0PM

Coast Guard Academy

The Crew Team practices to get ready for the Head of
the Connecticut Regatta.

PAUL HILLMAN
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Volleyball Spiked at Amherst Tournament
sets to close out the match.
their record to 7-6.
Delgado, who was a "clutch player"
The Bantams had a week to prepare for
their next challenge, a non-conference according to Vandermeer, Stacey Chin
match versus St. Joseph College of Hart- '00, and Natalie Karas '98 all contributed
When the Bantams' volleyball team ford. This was an especially interesting to the Trinity effort in which
cakes time to reflect on their 1996 season, event for Trinity's first year coach Fran Vandermeer said "the women played
they will probably remember this past Vandermeer who came from St.Joseph with a ton of heart. When it counted in
week. After getting swept by Amherst College. The Bantams were able to de- dutch time, they dug everything. They
back on October 8th, the Bantams beat feat her former squad in an exciting five just refused to let balls hit the ground."
St Josephs of Hartford three sets to two set victory, 17-15,11-15,16-18,16-14, and
Two days later, Trinity returned to
in a thrilling match last Thursday. Trin- 15-10.
Amherst for the Amherst Tournament
1
ity traveled back to Amherst last SaturAfter losing a close first set, St.Joseph where the team was looking for their first
day for the Amherst Tournament where took the next two to force the Bantams win against NESCAC opponents. The
they went 1-2, getting swept by Tufts and into a must win situation. St. Joe's then Bantams struggled in their first match
Amherst and defeating Bates in another built a 13-7 lead in the fourth set as Trin- versus Tufts. Tufts swept Trinity, 15-6,15exciting five set match. After their busy ity hurt themselves with service errors. 1,15-8. The Bantams were hindered by
reading week, the Bantams lost to West- However, just two points away from los- service errors and hesitancy in calling for
ern Connecticut last night.
ing the set and the match, Trinity figured balls on defense, and Tufts took advanTwo Thursdays ago, Trinity traveled to out how to deal with the St.Joseph offen- tage to down Trinity in the three set lost.
However, Coach Vandermeer says,
Amherst for the first of two matches ver- sive attack. Harleigh Leach '00 got some
sus the Lord Jeffs in a week and a half. important blocks and senior captain "luckily [the Tufts match] fired us up to
Although Amherst swept the Bantams Maritza Ubides, in the words of her head play against Bates," the next tournament
(15-6,15-9, and 15-5), head coach Fran coach, "once again motivated [the team] opponent. In another thrilling five set
Vandermeer says the scores were "not when [they] needed her to." The Bantams match, Trinity defeated Bates 15-7,9-15,
indicative of how [Trinity] played." The rallied to win the fourth set 16-14, receiv- 8-15,15-13,15-10 for their first win verfirst set was a hard-fought forty minute ing offensive support from freshman sus a NESCAC school this year. A strong
battle between the Bantams and the Rosie Delgado who filled in at the program that is struggling this year,
Lord Jeff s, but Amherst came out on top. middle-blocker position for the injured Bates is the former school of Trinity's asAmherst, with the size and experience Melissa Gillooly '00. Trinity then took sistant coach, Allyson Reynolds.
advantage over Trinity, took the next two the fifth set 15-10 to get the win and raise
After a quick start in the first set,
Trnity once again trailed in a must-win
fourth set. Coach Vandermeer believes
the experience versus St.Joseph earlier in
the week assisted Trinity as the Bantams
rallied to take the, fourth and fifith set.
One standout was Carolyn Palomo '00
BY GORDON MANN
Sportswriter

Field Hockey Win Streak Snapped

who, despite being fairly short, moved to
play in the front while freshman Nichole
Law brought her strong serve to the back
line. Palomo "really showed a lot of heart
and composure" according to
Vandermeer.
The tournament closed out for Trinity
with another match versus Amherst
who once again won in straight sets 158,15-4, andl5-8. Trinity played better
than they had in their October 8th
match, yet Amherst again had a substantial size advantage over the Bantams and
was able to drop Trinity to 8-8 on the season.
After, the tournament, Coach
Vandermeer said she feels the team
"hung with it" in the tournament which
featured some tough NESCAC opponents. Chin, who has played strong all
season, "played a great series of matches"
according to Vandermeer. Karas played
strong defensivly and Ubides had a another great showing with her setting.
The Bantams got a chance to raise
their record to above .500 for the season
with a match versus Western Connecticut, but their opponent was too strong.
The Bantams dropped their record to 89 in the tough three set loss, 10-15,3-15
and 8-15.
The volleyball team will host their
second and final home match tomorrow
night against Connecticut College. It
will be senior Ubides' final home match.

Flamino Wins Fourth Race

Senior Jory Waldman charges the goal on the Vvay
to one of her four goals against Smith.

teamagain traveled to Maine to pliy the
continued from Page 20
place in the NCAA tournament was as- Bowctoin Bears. Bowdoni yfm 7-3 but
sured. The only hurdle was the final they also had beaten Tufts the week besixgamesof theseason indudinggames fore Trinity, did destroying Tufts uhdeagainst perennial powerhouses . feated record'. Bowdoin figured that
Middlebury, Amhei-st, and Bowdoin they had already beaten one #1 team in
Thefirstgameof the last six)was against Tufts and that they-weregoing to be able
Smith College in Northampton, Massa- to do it again againstthe Bants.
•With the field fast and the weather
chusetts. Although they did nothave a
great record, Smith'.had lost to good cold, Trinity agreed that they had not
teams in very dose games and Trinity come* all the" way to Maine to lose. Unknew that they had to work extra'haTd fortunately with 40 seconds lef ton the
clock, a Bowdoin player scored and
at winning.
' *. '•
" '
On a hot day, ,the teamscored one goal Trinity's record had a blemish on it.
and then lee Smith tie the game up on • "The team worked really hardt theyjust
an unforced error< Trinity decided that couldn't execute. Bowdoin was trie best
they were not going to give in and so team we have played so far and we just
they went on a scoring rampage. All of panicked when we did not score early,"
the goals were on beautiful plays, either Assistant Coach Chantal Lacroixsaid.
Both teams were kept running from.
breakaways, two on ones, arid just plain
great shots. One person who put them one end to the other in vam attempts to
in was Jory Waldman '97 who had four score, with the shortest grass that Trin
goals and three assists to give her 11 has seen this season the balls really flew
points for the day. Coach Robin and so did the players. Coach Sheppard
Sheppard said, "It was a great game for believed that the midfield, the back field
us even though we had a slow start, we and goalie Skedd had great games. She
dominated very aspect of the game." commented on the strong rivalry be-'
Norland added two goals and" two as- tween the two teams, citing all of the'
sists, while Ashleigh Bischof f '98, had a dose games the teams have always'haa\
The game could have gone either way
goal and an assist.
It is especially notable that-every because both teams were so evenly
• • -. '
single person including both back Up matched.
With a still very respectablerecord of
goalies got to play in the game, and that
even though the starters were out ofthe 9-1, Trinity-will faceastrong contingent
game, thespectators couldnotice ho d i h ' from Middletown when the teams plays.
ference in Trinity's game. It was a good Wesleyan on Tuesday at 3:30 at homefeeling for the team to cortvlncely win and then Middlebury on Saturday at
11:00. Fan! support always is appreciand to score so many goals,
The last game of reading week ated as the Bantams look :to still grab a
occured this past Saturday when the NCAA playoff berth,

Continued from Page 20
Worthy was only a step behind with a
The teams' ability to overcome the ab- third place finish in a time of 19:23.
sence of key members and the adverse Romano, adding to yet another fine perweather conditions added to their suc- formance in her final cross country season, finished in 19:49 and captured sixth
cess.
The men were led by Lavigne, finish- place. Sophomore Kim Mendell, after
ing the five mile course in, 27:05, and being hampered with a cold, was back
Olson (27;OoO whoffnisfieid seventh and in old form, running a great race and
l
eighth, respectively. Johnson was right placing l l \ clocking in at 20:12 for the
Lh
at their heels in 12 place withan excel- 5K course. The final scorer was Katie
lent time of 27:14. Ben Appleyard, in a Bisbee, who came back strong after an
lh
time of 28:25 placed 30th and Malick, early mishap, claiming 27 place in
adding to his already successful fresh- 21:07.
men season, ran another strong race, finThe teams considered this race as an
ishing fifth for the team in 28:32. This. important one because it allowed them
solid group put forth an impressive ef- to prepare for the upcoming New Enfort, allowing them to defeat a number gland meet held at the same location.
of teams by a considerable margin, but Mendell, summing up the teams' feelings
not quite enough speed to overcome the stated, "it was beneficial to obtain some
Coast Guard Academy, known for their experience on this course, we now know
quality cross country teams.
what to expect; where the problematic
The women were also defeated by a areas are and where to make our moves."
single team, Wheaton, by a mere three If this is true, the Bantams should fare
point deficit. But as Worthy pointed out, well at this later meet if their success on
"we [Trinity] have a really strong team, as their home course was any indication of
is evident by us, without our full team how the knowledge of a course can aid
finishing, almost defeating a team with and benefit the team. This Saturday the
double the numbers. It goes to show that cross country teams will travel to Willwe have talent and depth on our squad iams for the NESCAC meet, in which the
that can help carry us through." Flamino teams will race against all teams in the
secured first place in a time of 18:54 and conference.

[• COLGATE

UNIVERSITY

. . ./miles you to consider a career in teaching.
Colgate I 'nil 'ursily offers ibe Masters of Arts in Teaching degree
to liberal arts graduates interested in leaching high school
science, mathematics, English, and social studies. Generous
financial aid is available to qualified students. For more
information write to Colgate University. Joan Thompson. "
Department of Education, 13 Oak Drive. Hamilton. Neiv York
' 13346-1398/ Phone. (315)824-7256.
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Tennis Team Cruising Into New England Tourney
BY LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer

The past two weeks were very
fruitful for the women's varsity
tennis team, The Bants produced two huge wins and one
close loss on their three home
match stint which has brought
their record to 7-3. With a win
today against Smith College,
they could bring their record to
8-3, which would tie them for
the best record in team history
under Head Coach Wendy
Bartlett, who is in her 13th season as head coach.
On Wednesday, Trinity beat
Wesleyan 7-2. "It was a real
shock to us how badly we beat
them. It was really, really great!"
exclaimed senior Carrie
Birgbauer. This match was the
last one at home for Senior CoCaptains Birgbauer and Katie
Reifenheiser. They were honored with the traditional 'Senior
Roses1 by their teammates and

coaches. #1 Birgbauer's three set
win over Wesleyan was the
match of the day. "There was no
need for her to be modest here
because this was a terrific win
for her," stated Bartlett.
Birgbauer made the first blemish in her opponent's record.
The Wesleyan #1 player had
racked up wins over every
league opponent, including
Williams and Amherst, but she
couldn't get by Birgbauer.
#2 Reifenheiser is also on a
roll. She has won her last three
matches to boost her record to
7-3. #3 Freshman Megan
Hurley continues to struggle,
with a loss on Wednesday. #4
Caroline Hughes '00, on the
other hand, is having a solid first
year. Her win over Wesleyan
brought her record to 6-4. #5
Amy Friedman '99 improved
her record to 7-3 with her win
and #6 Erica Mann '99 still is at
the top of the record board at a
phenomenal 8-1.
Coach Bartlett was happy to

point out that two of the three
doubles teams won which really helped the team start out
the singles portion of the match
ahead 2-1. The doubles line-up
switches made in mid-season
were risky, but they are really
paying off for the Bantams now.
On October, 12th the team
had an impressive 5-4 victory
over the Tufts Jumbos. Coach
Bartlett was ecstatic at the conclusion of this match. "This
match was really a team win.
We did it as a team!" It was a nail
bitting finish but the team had
an early edge, winning two of
the three doubles matches. The
#2 team of Erica Veysey '99
partnered with Birgbauer and
#3 Friedman and Hughes came
out on top 8-3 and 8-5 respectively.
Even.though it was a team
victory, Reifenheiser played exceptionally well in her singles
match. Parents, fans, and
coaches were singing her praise
when she brought this win

home, 2-6, 6-0,6-4. The match
was long and engaging. Both
players were gave their all in
lengthy rallies which left them
out of breath at the end of each
point. Line calls were an issue
here as well and one big disagreement did not go
Reifenheiser's way, but she still
pulled the match out. "Katie
was incredibly mentally tough
in this match, and she brought
it home," commented Bartlett.
While all of this excitement
was going on #5 Amy Friedman was battling it out in the
next court. She ended up losing
in three sets 6-3,4-6,0-6. At #4,
Hughes had a.great win, 6-2,75 and #6 Erica Mann won easily 6-2, 6-2.. Her win was
noteworthy too because she
crushed Tufts' sophomore
Missy Meo who had the best
record on her team.
"Tufts was a great win for us.
We had a tough close loss to
them last year and it has been
some time since Trinity has

beaten the Jumbos, so the team
and I were very pleased," said
Birgbauer.
The only loss over the past
two weeks came to the University of Connecticut, 4-5, on October 9th. Trinity came very
close to beating the Huskies
even though they are a Division
1 school. "Regardless of their division status, we could have
won that match. It came down
to a matter of five points because of the tie-breaker in my
doubles match, so that was a bit
of a disappointment," commented Birgbauer. Winners
against the Huskies were the #3
doubles team of Friedman and
Hughes, #2 Reifenheiser, #5
Friedman, and #6 Mann.
The team is playing extremely well. Co-Captains
Birgbauer and Reifenheiser are
preparing their team for the
New Englands, which begin on
Friday, October 25th at
Amherst.

Soccer Team Defeats Bowdoin
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer

•^•^w'liearft&aiEt

The Trinity Mens Soccer
Team played inconsistently in
the last two weeks. Starting
with Amherst and Tufts, the.
Bants lost two straight, but rallied last week beating Eastern
Connecticut and Bowdoin to
improve their record for the season to 5-5-1
The Bants took on the.
Amherst Lord Jeff s on Wednesday October 9 and then the
Tufts Jumbos on Saturday the
"twelth. Both games were not
played up to the Bantams' expectations. Amherst outplayed
Trinity and Tuftswas luckier
than Trinity. In all, the Bantams
lost by a combination of six
goals. The Amherst game w a s .
marked by good play-up front
by the Amherst strikers, who
were able to convert twice in the
first half and once in the second
half to win 3-0.
The Tufts game was full of
odd opportunities which Tufts Sophomore Ian Stone controls this
SPORTS INFORMATION
converted to win 3-0. The first volley in a recent match.
goal was the result of a quick
whistle that gave a Jumbo the
chance to score from twelve only breakdown occurred Hayes '99, Mike Dudevoir '99,
yards out. The next goal oc- when coach Ed Mighten rested and Alden Maddocks '00.
curred with six second left in his senior tandem of Captain '• The defense played stellar
the half when there was a colli- Marc Salafia '97 and Chris Lui soccer until a corner kick to the
sion between the Bantam goalie '97. Without their presence the near post went in with fifteen
and the Jumbo forward. The defense broke down and East- minutes gone by in the second
subsequent ricochet went into ern was able to finish a shot in half. Captains Freeman and
the goal. The last goal was an- the upper right corner, To finish. Salafia rallied, their team after
other ricochet in front of the net the game off with a bang, for- this goal. For the rest of the
• where a Jumbo sent it home to ward Taylor single handedly game the team played inspired
beat four defenders and the soccer. This inspired play culmi: make the final score 3-0.
This last week was a good one goalie to make the final score 3- nated with twenty seconds left.
Taylor deflected a shot off of the
•,.
where the Bants outscored their
Bowdoin looked to be a tough goalie to give the Bants a corner
opponents 5-2 to improve their
record to 5-5-1. Starting with rival with their sixth rankingin kick. The result of the ensuing
Eastern Connecticut, the Bants New England, but the Bants corner kick showed the great re._. dominated this week. Keying rose to the challenge, defeating silient play of this Bantam team.
the offense versus Eastern Con- • them 2-1. The Bants started off Salafia kicked the deadball to
necticut was Senior striker by dominating the first ten min- Freeman, who ripped a shot
utes with a goal. Salafia used ., that hit the far post. The reFrank Taylor.
After beating two men down pinpoint passing on his bound was fielded by Rudolph
;
the right side of the field, Taylor cornerkick to Daniel Rudolph, with a quick shot that hit the
kicked a low cross to the streak- '00. Rudolph finished the pass . cross bar. The subsequent reing Ian Stone '99, who finished with a powerful header to the bound was gathered by Baskoff
the ball with authority. The lower left corner to give the who was able to punch it in for
the score.
Bants were dominant in this . Bants a 1-0 lead.
game and it showed again with •
Holding off the offensive atThe Bants were able to hold
fifteen minutes left in the half, tack was goalkeeper Paul off Bowdoin until the last
when Bant midfielder Mike Coniglio, who was making his eleven seconds where goalie
Baskoff '98 beat the defense second start as the Bant's main Coniglio made a diving fingerwith a deft pass to Stone, who defense. Protecting Coniglio tip save to preserve the upset of
finished it with a low, hard shot were the combined efforts of co- the sixth ranked team in New
to the right hand corner. The C3ptain Jon Freeman '98, Andy England.
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College, in search of their first
winofiLthe season. The. Ban-

of how good their team was.
Trinity dominated most of the

Shelly Lozier does her best to
get past her opponent.
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Bants Crush Bears
continued from Page 20
scrimmage early in the first
quarter,
With a 5-0 record, the Bantams have clinched their 17th
consecutive winning season. In
addition, Trinity is ranked #2 in
the latest ECAC Division III
New England Poll and #10 in
the Lambert/Meadowlands
Awards Poll. With 11 consecutive victories, Trinity is just one
victory away from tying-the

best streak in the Miller coaching era. Middlebury (3-2) poses
a challenge this weekend, and
undefeated and third-ranked
Amherst (5-0) looms in the horizon on Homecoming Weekend. As Miller concluded, "This
team has gotten better each
week! However, everyone
knows that the Middlebury
game this week is the most important game of the year. I expect us to get better."
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I HIS WfcfcK College View Cafe Weekly
IN BANTAM Trivia Contest
Rules:The first person to answerall five trivia questions correctly and
leave a voice mail at The Tripodx2589 wins a pitcher of Beast from The
View.

1. Who was the youngest player to hit a homerun in the
World Series before the Braves' Andruw Jones hit one
in Game 1?
2. Who did the Trinity men's basketball team defeat in
Hartford in the Sweet 16 to eventually go on the
Division II! Final Four in 1995?
3. What college football team forfeited their game
against UConn this week for non-footbal! related
disciplinary actions?
4. Who is the Trinity Water Polo team playing in the
first round of the New England Championships
Tournament this weekend?
5. What Baltimore Oriole had a routine fly ball scooped
into the stands in the first game of the ALCS?

I Tuesday, October 22
Field Hockey vs. Wesleyan, 3:30 PM
Tennis at Smith, 4:30
I Wednesday, October 23
Volleyball vs. Conn College, 7:00 PM
I Thursday, October 24
I Women's Soccer vs. Mount Holyoke,
4:00PM
Friday, October 25
I Tennis at New Englands at Amherst
Saturday, October 26
Tennis at New Englands at Amherst
Men's Soccer vs. Middlebury, 11:00AM
Women's Soccer vs. Middlebury, 11:00AM
Field Hockey vs. Middlebury, 11:00AM
Cross Country at NESCAC Championships
at Williams, 1:00PM
Football vs. Middlebury, 1:30PM
Sunday, October 27
I Tennis at New Englands at Amherst

Congratulations to Carmela Mazzotta for winning last weeks contest!!!

I Womens Ice Hockey Players!!
There will be a manda-|
ltorvm_eej
oh playing ice I
I Hockey this winter. The
meeting will take place on
Wednesday, October 30 at
7:00pm in the Tansill Athletic Room. Practice starts!
on Monday, November 4.

WANTED!!!

BANTAM FOOTBALL
ONTHEA!R|
tin

looking for a new
manager!

LISTEN TO ALL
THE ACTION ON
89.3 WRTC

If Interested, Contact
Coach Decker at
ext 2066

View Cafe

Athletespf
The Week

SAVE $6.50 AT THE VIEW

Ray Jones '97 and
Yolanda Flamino *99

$10 With Coupon

2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

For the
named
I the We
Bowdoin,
224 yard
yan

in a row, Jones was
f fensi vej^ayer of
k

I As

GOOD NOON UNTIL CLOSING, ID REQUIRED

ma ti

Tuesdays $4.00 Pitchers*

Thursdays $4.00 Pitchers*
*=Mil'sBest

Flamin
gross
I countryi ;e#rtnrseafpn this
weekerl
^eWestfiefd State
Invitation;
lished first at
the
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Invitatiorr
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record this year is a third place finish
at the Codfish Bowl.
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Jones Leads the Way as Bantams Crush Bears,Jumbos
BY AL CARBONE

Sports Information Director

Sometimes sta tistics can't explain why a team wins. Take
Trinity's first three games of the
season as a prime example.
Even though the Bantams were
offensively outgained by a considerable margin (956 to 700),
the team won all three games.
However, in the last two weeks,
one could look at statistics and
can get a pretty accurate picture
explaining the success of the
Trinity College football team.
While most of the campus
was enjoying the College's unofficial fall break, the Trinity football team established a potent
offensive and defensive attack
and won two games, outgaining
their two opponents by nearly
400 yards, to improve to 5-0.
The 5-0 start is the best for the
Bantams since their undefeated
1993 season.
On Saturday in lovely
Brunswick, Maine, the Bantams
played perhaps their best game
of the year, blanking the Polar
Bears of Bowdoin, 33-0. From
the first play of the game, Trinity was well in control.
"When
senior
Brad
Worthington recovered a

offense in hibernation.
In the second half, Trinity
started its first possession on the
Bowdoin 48-yard line. Jones
gained 46 of the 48 yards
needed for paydirt, rushing untouched from 14 yards out for
the insurmountable 25-0 lead
just 3:12 into the third quarter.
"Scoring on the first possession
of the second half just killed
Bowdoin, sealing the victory,"
explained Head Coach Don
Miller, who earned his 165th career victory and improved his
record to 14-2-1 against the Polar Bears.
In fact, Bowdoin was dead
from the time Jones and the
Trinity offensive line jogged on
to the field For the game, Trinity racked up a season-high 373
rushing yards, with Jones rushing for a career-high 224. Miller
commented that the play of the
offensive line was key to the victory. "Our play on the offensive
On the ground, senior Ray Jones lets people SPORTS INFORMATION interior was crucial. They have
improved every week. Plus, Ray
know how he feels about this year's team
is good enough to take advanBowdoin fumble on the kickoff add two more first-half scores (a tage of the holes."
In the end, Jones, who was
return on the Polar Bear 19-yard 14-yard Joe Mullaney '98 run
line, you could feel that Trinity and a 35-yard Jones rush) to named NESCAC Offensive
meant business. Two plays later, lead 19-0 at half time. While the Player of the Week for the third
halfback Ray Jones '97 sliced his Trinity offense was doing its consecutive week, tied a perway into the end zone for a 21- part, the Bantams defense held sonal-best with three touchyard touchdown. Trinity would its own, putting the Polar Bear downs. Junior quarterback Joe

Mullaney (season-high 98
yards) also added two rushing
touchdowns, which boosted his
career total to 12, tying a College
record for quarterbacks with
Keith Miles '67. On defense, the
Bantams held the Polar Bears to
just 172 yards of total offense
and picked off three passes (one
each by Craig Borsari '98, Bob
Ayer '97, and Tim Barrett '99).
The linebacking corp of senior
co-captain Mike Poremba and
junior Ryan Burch continued
their fine play as they combined
for 27 tackles.
Two weeks ago in Hartford,
the Bantams exploded to a 26-0
first-half lead against Tufts and
held on for the 34-20 victory.
While Tufts did score 20 points,
the Bantams held their dangerous quarterback Dan Morse in
check. Actually, several punishing hits, one by Poremba, left
the Jumbo quarterback limping
and yearning for sympathy.
Offensively, the Trinity rushing
attack of Jones and Mullaney
was dominating. Jones finished
with a then-career-high 209
yards, while Mullaney tied his
own College-record with three
rushing touchdowns, including
a 52-yard option keeper OH the
Bantams' second play from
see Bants on page 18

Field Hockey Team X-Country Fares Well in Races
Suffers First Loss
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

Sports Writer
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Tufts she earned herself the
BY AMANDA TUCKER
honor..'of being named
Sports Writer
NE-SCAC Player of the Week.
' The Trinity team sometimes
The field hockey team en- goes the entire season without
;ountered a snag this week on a player on the team ever given
their quest'for a perfect season, the award but out of the four
but not before they had beaten . weeks .of- the season, a Trinity
three more opponents. The .player has gotten the award
earn defeated Connecticut three out of four weeks thte.seaCollege, Tufts. University, and son? The other two players to
smith College, lostto Bowdoin haw earned this honorarejory
Waldman '97 *nd Kirsten
College this weekend1.'.'
It started two weeks ago Skedd'98. • -•
when the team took ana tough • .The Bantams took on the #1
Conn College team here in • ranked Tufts Jurrtbos again in
Hartford, The team knew that Hartford on" October 12. The
it was going to -be a difficult team' realized the importance
game to win because of some of the. gameand what theirwih
outstanding players oh the ' couldmean for their own rankConn team. But Trinity jumped ing. Trinity again scored very
out quickly with a two goal early and was ahead 2-1. ltwas
lead. It may have been too . not until the second half that
quic.kly because the- team .trinity sealed the win, when
seemed to.sit back a little, bit Trinity scored twice on two
and Conn scored a goal. Al- penalty corners within a
most, immediately, Anna minuteandahalfofcach'other.
Norland '98 scored her second The two quick scores seemed to
goal, of the game on a beautiful deflate the Jumbos and the fi
drive right into the corner of nal score ended up being 4-2.
the goal. Trinity seemed to be Norland had two of,the goals to
pulling away with, the game, help the team beat a very
but Conn scored again and the strong Tufts team. W i t h t b
game seemed to be heating up. win Trinity stood at 8-0 and
Luckily, Trinity controlled the knew that a high ranking was
ball for the remainder of the within their grasp. Two days
game and the time ran out with later the team found out they
Trinity on top,"3-2. Norland, were ranked #1 in the New En*
was definetely the star of the gland region and #5 in the naday, picking up Trinity's game . tion in Division III. . .
when it was necessary and
The Bantams had now atputting iii goals when they tained not onfy a undefeated
were needed.
record but also a ranking tha
After Norland scored two put them in a place where i
see Field Hockey on Page 17
more goals in the game against

On October 12, at the Bantam
Invitational, in Manchester, CT
the cross-country teams competed in their only home meet
of the season. Here, the men finished with a convincing first
place finish, with a total of 33
points, compared to runner-up,
Vassar, with 68 points. The men
were victorious over nine other
teams as well. Again, Captain
Charles Baker '97 led the Bantams with his third place finish
in a time of 27:14. Seven seconds
behind Baker was junior Eric
Lavigne finishing fourth in this
hilly five mile race. Supporting
these efforts were senior captains Josh Olson, in sixth place
with a time of 27:31, and Robert
Johnson placing seventh in
27:34. Racing for the final scoring position was Ben Appleyard
'98 finishing 14'h in a field composed of over 100 talented runners. Rounding out the top 20
was freshman Andy Malick
with a fine time of 28:33.
Appleyard partially attributed
the win to "the team's ability to
form a solid pack of runners,
which is a goal of the mens'
team in every race. It allowed
us to work with and off of one
another in order to secure the
win."
The equally challenging 3.1
mile course, which could "possibly be the toughest course the
team will run on all year," as
Coach George Suitor said,
proved not to be too difficult for
the womens1 team. The women
fared well, placing second out of

nasr.

Yolanda Flamino 99 breaks away from
the pack to win the Bantam Invitatioal.

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM

14 teams. The women suffered that they had an advantage,
a close defeat by Wheaton Col- since they knew every nuance
lege, which had 59 points to of the course, and since they had
Trinity's 63. The Bantams were . invested a great deal of practice
led by Yolanda Flamino '99 who time at this particular park, but
captured first place. She was felt it was well worth it. Accordtrailed by teammate and cap- ing to Bisbee, Trinity "knew the
tain, Elizabeth Worthy '98 who course inside and out, we knew
placed fifth with a time of 19:39. what to expect. It definitely
Nosing out a competitor at the helped, as seen by the results."
finish line, senior captain Jill
This past Saturday the teams
Romano was able to secure 10th traveled to Westfield State to
place, completing the course in compete in invitational races,
20:12. With excellent races, each including about 15 teams.
Katie Bisbee '98 and Moriah
Both, the mens' and womens'
Titlow '00 claimed the final
teams placed second. This
rd
scoring positions finishing 23
course
will also host the New
1):
and 24 , respectively. By hosting the meet the Bantams felt Englands race on November 9.
see Flamino on Page 17

